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CHARJLESTON, ILLINOIS, TUESDAY, JANUARY 19, 1937

VOL. XXII

EVENT OF THE WEEK

Coleman Will Review Today's League Council, Ray Lane's Orchestra Becomes
Plan
Political Puzzles for Students Presidents
Official Cam pus Organization
New Activities
Three Major Problems Will Oc~
cupy Fifth Survey Talk: Peace,
Survival of Democracy, Dem ~
ocra tic Efficiency.

Political Puzzler

r

Early Proposals Fix . Objectives
as 'Personal Development with
Social Emphasis.'

Receives OK from Social Activ~
ities Board to Sponsor Short
Nickel Dances in Auditorium
Weekly.

VOTE X FOR ENDSLEY
PEOPLE'S CANDIDATE

Thomas Leonides "H.ip" EtldsBelieving that the Women's League
ley has been asked by the fifth
contains greater
opportunity
for
ward to run for alderman under
growth, individual and collective, tha11
the
famous aldermanic form vf
is now being utilized, the Council of
Ray Lane's Campus band was orcity
government boasted b~·
By Reba Goldsmith.
Nine and the unit presidents are proganized
last week as a
campus
Charleston!
"I shall discuss the three major probposing an entirely new program for the
extra-curricular
activity
to
officially
When interviewed as to his
League. It has been felt that the
lems of the U. S . today," said Dr.
I. sponsor dances after basketball
campaign slogan, platform, form
League
should
be
more
concerned
with
Charles H. Coleman .in reviewing his
~ games and on other nights of the
of camp!lign badge, allotment, fur
the personal development of the girls
1
cultural survey talk for next Thurs1week excluding Fridays and Satvoters carfares and kind of
than it is at present, and with this in
urdays. Permission was given by the
day. "These problems are: Preservamind, the following program has been
cigars he would distribute, "Rip''
.
Social
Activities board headed by
suggesteti.
said, "If I just had somebody to
tion of Peace, Survival of Democratic
R.
Alter last Friday.
Dr.
D.
Choose Interesting Topics
have posters made for me to tack
Government, and Increasing of EfficDr.
Charles
H
.
Coleman
First
Dance
Will Be Wedn day
The units, of which the League is
on telephone poles, I'd just run! ''
iency in Democratic Government."
Lane
immediately
decided to hold
composed, and which have been used
Let us remind you that, as did
Dr. Coleman, who is chailiman of
his
first
"nickel"
dance
Wednesday
almost
entirely
for
social
purposes,
are
Lincoln of Old, 'Rip" stands for
the cultural survey committee, will de(tomorrow) night, his student orto
combine
personal
development
wilh
liver the fifth speech in the series on
8implicity, sincerity and vic:;ion.
chestra of nine pieces p1aying.
All
social emphasis. The units are to
social, economic, and political problerru;
Three cheers for the third Abraplanned
to
provide
a
of
these
dances,
choose
topics
about
which
the
girls
are
of today. He expects to steer clear of
ham Lincoln! Put an X in his
•
short
informal
recreation
period,
interested
in
learning,
and
to
make
problems either essentially historical,
square.
\vill be no more Lhan an hour and a
the study of these topics a vital part
economic, or political.
half
long. Thore will be only one m illSeymour Recommends Lincoln's of their meetings. The following topics.• --------------Expects to Fill Gaps
week
dance each week. according to
ha
ve
been
suggested
for
use:
Technic to Speakers
Designing and Remodeling, Legitithe rules laid down by the board.
"I expect," he says, "to try to fill
Chaperons are to be chosen for
a gap left in specialized class wor!~
"Lincoln's tactics in public speaking mate Drama, Music, Sports, Socj al
each dance. Other rules are: dances
where students lack the opportunity to are a good example for you debaters Service, Art of Amusement, Travel,
held on Wednesday will b gin after
get a broad view of this country's prob- to study and to pattern after," said Women in Current Events, Interior
the library closes. No dance will last
lems. When necessary, I shall bring Dr. Glenn H. Seymour in his talk on Decorating, Aviation, Women in Scienlater
than 10:30. Wh"'n the b nd
in problems in foreign countries, but I "Lincoln a.s a Public Speaker" at the tific Research, Journalism, Commercial Satur day Meet
Offers
Wide
wishes to sponsor such a dance th y
shall talk chiefly of the U. S."
Speakers club meeting last Tuesday Art and Advertising, Style, Women in
Field for Talented
Government, Craftwork, Wom~n in Art,
are requested to see the Social AcDr. Coleman continued to discuss the evening.
tivities board chairman and report
Purpose of these cultural survey lec"Li ncoln's power was not th e r esuFu S
Women
in
Literature,
R
adio.
How
to
A
chapter
of
the
National
Forensic
'
M
d En
tures which he has actively sponsored of his personality, of a pleasant and 1 pend T nne,
oney, an
. ergy.
league and the Footlights club of the function on the date book one
for the student body this year. "W~ powerful voice, or of fluent oratory. For
Talks hould Be Profitable
Teachers College high school are span- week in advance.
are offering a supplement to our pre<>- Lincoln was not an easy speaker, his
P rofit Will Be
d for niforms
It is f~lt that the study of these var- soring an N. F. L. speech tournament
ent chapel." >he said. "Under the sys- voice was high pitch~~ and h~ky, and lOUS top~cs and the study .of w~me:1 to be held at the college ne~t SaturMost of the profits obtained by the
tem in which chapel meets once a week, his gestures and pos1t10ns while speak- 1~ contnbutors to these vanous fteld.~, day, January 23. The fo!.lowmg high organization by means of these proit is neoessary to have only notices and ing were very awkward. Lincoln·s ef- Wlll enable the women of the colle~e schools are comp ting: Bunker Hill, grams will be U"ed o buy un· ..orms
matters of direct concern."
fectiveness as a public speaker was due to dev7lop m.ore fully, and to g~m Casey, Dupo, DuQuoin, Effinghanl, and music. They expect to receivf"
"Since we haven't time for the cul- t o the simple structur.e of his sentenc-es, somethin~ which they woul·~ otherwise Granite City, Lincoln, Olney, Urbana, other engagements a way from home,
tural speech es we had when chapel to his logical reasoning; and to the ~ot recetve at coll~ge. It 15 ~lso be- and Teachers College.
already having won a contract at the
met every day, .t he faculty is offer.i.n!J concrete examples by which he made ll7ved •t hat p_rofessi~nal cons~IOusness
Robinson high school at Robinson.
Schools May Enter Ten Contestants
these cultural talks .t o give students Pvn his reasonino- clear to his listener~ . w1ll be made mcr:e.a smgly perswtent as
Lane will develop a publicity depart.
t·
The tournament will include conopportunity to :hear different people Hence, wheno Lincoln's
speeches are enthusiasm and personal satisfac 1011 tests in humorous, oratorical, and ment and is open for bids from surwhom they would not be likely to know ;read today they are as effectiv·e as they occw.-.
rounding high schools.
dramatic declamations, each school beif ,t hey stuck to specializ,ed fields only.., were when Lincoln gave them."'
The orchestra has chosen Dr. Hobart
This new program .is to be presented ing privileged to enter from one to ten
Dr
.
Seymour
tr:aced
the
develop
to
<the
women
of
the
college
at
a
ma::.s
F.
Heller and Mr. Frank M. Asbury as
Audiences Grow SmaDer
meeting Wednesday afternoon at 4:45 contestants in each event. Five of the sponsors.
"However. we .c annot ask these men
schools will enter their full quota of
in the colleg.e auditorium.
(Continued on Page 8)
The nine members of the Campus
wl!lo are so well prepared in their fields
students.
band
are: Wayne Stine, Leonard
to expend gre•a t time .and effort in preR egistration will begin at 8:30; an
Bucholz,
Charles Lynch, Paul Pickle,
paring lectures," he continued, "if stuassembly will be held at 9:15; and
Durgee,
Kermit Miller, LeRoy
Claude
dents do not come to :hear them." A t the preliminary contests will start at
and
Mary
Cullum, as well as
Browne
tendanoe has dropped recently. Rain
9:30. At noon a luncheon will be held
the leader, Lane.
and bad weather may have kept some
at Pemberton Hall for all contestants,
---EISTc--people from attending the last two
guests, and directors. The final contechni'cal facility' in speed and pre- tests in the three divisions will be held
By Staff Reporter
talks.
Dr. Coleman expressed hlle belief
Sunday afternoon the St. Louis cision. The swift vital rhythm, beau- at 1 o'clock, and from 3 to 5 p. m. a
that intz~est h ad n ot waned, and that Symphony Orchestra presented the tiful rounded phrasing, and subtly party and dance will be held in the
students would continue to take ad·· first symphony to be heard in Char- molded playing made this movement auditorium.
In a drive by Dr. W. W. Cook to
vantage of this cultur.aJ display.
leston in seven years. From the mom- one of the high spots of the afterMeda!s
Will
Be
Awarded
complete
a course of study for the
---EIST·c--ent Vladimir Golschmann began di- noon's concert. The fourth movement
Gold,
silver,
and
bronze
medals
will
training
school,
committees have been
recting the Bach "Toccata in D' Min- based on an old Russian folk tune dis~ Magazines
awarded
to
winners
of
first,
secappointed
to
outline
the courses in
be
or" to the final encore, the "Slavonic played what every instrument could
ond
and
third
places
in
each
of
the
the
separate
subjects
consisting of
~Of
Dance" by Dvorak, the audience en- do in power, agility and dynamic conthree
divisions,
and
a
large
loving
cup
teachers
of
those
subjects.
Thits it is
joyed all that artistry of direction and trasts.
to
the
school
winning
the
that
this
Manual
of
English
Usage
will
be
given
Dr. Lawrence F. Ashley, head of the performance could afford.
After a short intermission the tone most N. F . L. point's during the day.
"f 0 t h
.
of furn'ishing to
industrial · arts departmen: of Eastern
Through Tansman's arrangement of poem "Till Eulenspi'egel's
Merry
d
Miss Roberta 'L. Poos, critic teacher i ~ . et purhpose
Illinois State Teachers college, is the Bach's Organ Toccata in D, the listen- Pranks, After the
Old-fashioned of Speech and English in the high 1 rammg- ooc. ers an . student-teacha convement summary of accepted
author of two :uticles recently pub- er was better able to trace its grace- Roguish Manner, in Rondo Form" by school' has general ch arge of th e con _ ers
f
f
th t . .
h 1,. h
lished. One of t he articles, "Industrial fully molded phrases and majestic Richard Strauss was given a vigorous test. High school student-s from The orms or . e rammg sc oo
as
Arts Education,' .dealing with under- rhythmic patterns. The range and and vivid interpretation.
Footlights Club National Forensic ' been compiled.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _' _ _ _ _
"The elementary mechanics in which
graduate program in 1ndu!<>trial arts color of instruments would seem to
(Continued
on
Page
8)
uniformity
should be maintained in(Continued
on
Page
8)
education has appeared in Industrial make the orchestra a better media for
Arts and Vocational Educational Mag-~ Bach's Toccata than the organ.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·elude: legibility and attractiveness of
manusc_!'ipt; spelling; paragraphing,
a.zine.
For its symphony the orchestra segramma tica1 usages; capitalization;
The other of the two articles was lected Tschaikowsky's Symphony No. 4,
and
punctuation," asserts the commitprepared by Mr. Ashley a3 a radio ad- in F Minor, Opus 36. It possesses a
tee
in
their statem ent of the purpose
dre::.s which he gave ove1· the 1aciio variety of emotions through its melanof
the
pamphlet.
This pamphlet deals
from Nashville, Tenne.:>'3ee. It has since choly, its flashes of gaity, brilliance
with
six
principal
topics: (1) fundacome out in the hulletln of the Illi- and power. It opens with a fanfare
Pocket money for .approxlln.ately 297 the number of NYA students and their
mental
requirements
for all written
nois Industrial Eduoa.tion a::.sociation. introduction which forecasts the spirit h igh school and college students of wages are as follows:
work,
(2)
preparation
of manuscript,
Its title is "Inctustrial Arts and Edu- of the movement. The first movement Coles county to the .t un3 of $2,820 each
Students Wages
(
3
)
the
outfine,
(
4)
bibliographical
decation" and it deals w'ith the relation has a dominant subtle syncopated mont h will be provided for parl-time E~astern Illinods Sta.te Teach$2,250
tails,
(5)
letters,
and
(6)
symbols
used
of industrial arcs tn a well-rounded rhythm with an accompaniment of fly- work after class hours by the National
ers Oollege ............................ 160
for marking papers.
educational program.
ing scales which give it grace and Youth Administration for lllinois dur- Ashmore elementary and
The committee headed by Miss Edith
- - -IE IJIT
vitality. Every listener must have in_g ,tJhe remainder of the winter .t erm
high schools .......................... 4
18
o:::
been stirred by the pensive melody in- of school, it is shown in figures just Charleston high school .......... 38
150 E. R.a~gan as -chairman consists
troduced by the oboe, and reiterated by relea;sed by WHliam J. Qampbell, state Lerna high school .................. 8
24 Misses Myrtle Arnold, Nannilee Saund-ers, Emily Baker, and Winnie Davis
the beautiful deep toned violon cellos NYA director .at Chicago.
Humboldt community hig.h
18 Neely.
and other strings in the second moveHigh school students may r·eceive a
school ...................................... 4
---ElaTe--The mixed chorus under the direc- ment. The second theme, more lively maximum of $6 monthly with whlch Mruttoon elementary and
high school ............................ 51
tion of Mr. Lloyd F. Sunderman of the in character, became almost a grates- to pay caiffa;re, buy lunches and neoes23 4
Township high
music department has begun work on que dance as the lilting strain was sary incidentals, accarding .t o the reg- Oakla nd
.school ...................................... 15
60
John Stainer's "The Crucifixion" an played by the low pitched bassoon and ulations. The .a verage for college stu60
oratorio which will be presented in a the clarinet with a rhythmic figure dents is $15 per month. Student work Teachers College high school 17
Dr. R. G. Buzzard was absent from
consists
of
such
socially
desirable
tasks
In
addition
to
student
aid,
the
Nafew weeks.
'
in the strings. One of the most charmhis
duties at the college Wednesday
as
·marking
papers,
·
a
ssisting
teachers,
tional
Youth
Administration
employs
Fourteen bases, eleven tenors, sixteen ing, bright and ingenious passages in
Thursday of last week due to
a.nd
tabulation
of
laboratory
spaveimens,
92
boys
and
girls
on
v.
a
rious
projects
sopranos were present at the first re- music is the Schergo." It is full of
illness.
He was recovered sufficiently
scientific
research
work
and
other
tasks
in
.this
county,
1
t
he
foigures
indicate.
hearsal. Several experienced singers life, brilliance, and humor with its
Friday
to
spend a few hours at his
which
do
not
displace
full-time
workThe
average
wage
of
these
workers
per
from Charleston and vicinity have 1 sparkling pizzicati throughout. This is
office.
ers.
A
ll.st
of
the
local
schools,
with
month
Ui
$20.00.
been chosen to enlarge the chorus.
a tour de force requiring great
I.J

TO PLAY TOMORROW

TALK IS THURSDAY

I

Prof. Evaluates
Great President

I

TC High Books
Speech Contest

I·

I

I

St. Louis Orchestra Gets Sympathetic
Treatment at Hands of Staff Scribe

Cook, Committees
Prepare New Manual

Print Two
Ashley's Articles

Half- .T ime NYA Work Will Provide
'Pocket llfoney' fQr Coles Co. Youths

Mixed Chorus Begins
Work on 'Crucifixion'

Dr. Buzzard Suffers
From Short Illness

Tuesday, January 19,

TEACHERS COLLEGE NEWS

Page Two

Prof. S. E. Thomas 'Gives Expression
To Social, Economic
.__ Problems Today'
History Department Head Dis- 1
cusses Problems of Poverty,
Cap.i tal, Labor, Alcohol.

Speaks in Chapel

"I m ean t o give expression to an attitude of mind toward two sets of
problems, social and economic," said
Mr. S. E. Thomas, social science department head delivering the fourth
lecture of the regular Thursday survey series. He defined these two sets
of problems as "very mod·ern phenomena," describing the different, and
inadequate, · methods of approach
which have in the past been applied to
them. "The serious student now recognizes," he said, "that our sanest
method of approach is by way of more
Prof. S. E. Thomas
adequate, accurate knowledge and the
modification here and there of a causal
factor so as to change the course of
development in ~h~ direction desire?." I
The extreme optimiSt, the opportumst,
the demagogue, the dogmatist will still
Recently, there has been added to
seek short cuts or will-o'-the-wisp
remedies and panaceas which are like- the library the Educational Film
ly to do more harm than good."
catalog, a classified list of 1175 nonNames Specific Problems
theatrical films with a separate title
Proceeding to. specific problems, Mr. and subject index and also, the EduThomas named the modern concern· cational Film catalog supplement,
with the control of the consumption of January 1937, a classified list of 425
alcohol and reviewed the "joyous, if non-theatrical films with a separate
not hysterical, emotion with which we title and subject index. This catalog
embalmed the whole problem in the has material in many fields, taking up
constitution and expected it to remain films in the social sciences, science,
settled forever. Then ... shocked by useful arts, fine arts, description and
th_e unexpected . c~nsequences and travel, history, as we~ as other topics.
1
fnghtened that It nnght pollute that It should prove of great help in selectsacred document, we hurriedly remov- ing films for the high school and the
ed it ... We know many of the social elementary school, says Miss Mary J.
conditions which have a causal ef- Booth, librarian.
feet on the consumption of alcohol.
---EISTc--We know scientifically many of the
unwholesome consequences . . . But we
have not solved the alcohol problem."
Mr. Thomas proceeded to review historically other soCial problems - povA sma11 group of Eastern aviation
erty, the family, etc., pointing out how enthusiasts held the first of their
we have become acutely conscious of weekly meetings at 6:30 o'clock Janthe fact that poverty and dependency
uary 13, 1937 in the general shop of the
are not merely acts of God, but that
Industral
Arts department.
t h ey are primarily the outgrowth of
Robert
Gibbs, Ross Cox, Philip
social and economic conditions. "We
Black,
Jack
Zahnle, and Mr. Wayne P.
had learned crudely how to manage
Hughes,
director
of the proceedings
our problem in what appeared to be
plan
to
put
the
airplane
motor owned
normal times only to find in the last
the
industrial
arts
department
into
by
two decades that normal times seem to
running
condition
ready
for
class
study
be times of violent change." Regarding the problem of "famtly," Mr. if occasion arises.
Thomas asked, "Is the family to disappear? We have only begun to study stability must be attained," said Mr.
with any adequacy the social condi- Thomas. "We must prevent such extions involved in this change and treme swings in the course of econknow very little of their consequences." omic changes. But perfect stability is
Problems Capital Engenders
not only impossible of attainment but
Among the more perplexing economic is undesirab~e.
problems, Mr. Thomas placed the proMr. Thomas concluded with a statefound changes effected by the enorment
of his incorrigible optimism and
mous aggregations of capital under
a
plea
for discontent, i. e. the ability
the control of one man in the last
to
conceive
of conditions more deforty years. The only solution that
sirable
than
present ones and a willmodern society has discovered for
to
struggle
toward their realingness
control of the power thus placed in a
ization.
"When
we
are unable to
few hands is to give increasing control
formulate
more
desirable
social and
of our economic life to governmental
economic
conditions
than
current
ones,
agencies. Mr. Thomas was non-comthe
'Decline
of
,
t
he
West'
will
have
mittal on the value of this means.
set
in."
Labor problems occupied the next
section of Mr. Thomas' paper. Again
he was forced to conclude that he had
Alw~s the Best Line of
no national solution for many of the
well-known labor difficulties, concernFRESH FRu;:::.,:
ing the problem presented by uniform
wage systems, and their tendency to
CHARLESTON FRUIT
stultify the laborer, he said, "If labor
STORE
is to be happy and efficient, we must
devise a wage system which will offer
an incentive to the laborer to work up
his ability and take pride in the qualWILlARD BA'J'TERIES
ity of his product."
Tire Repairing
"Stability," Magic FormlL.a
RAiliATOR ANTI-I'REEZE
The last problem discussed involved
the modern magic formula, "stabilit'y"
Frame and Axle Straightenibg
- of industry, money. "Some degree of
-Front Wheel Alignment

I

Film Catalog Takes
Its Place in Library

Group of EI Aviation
Enthusiasts Organize

5~EGETABLES

It won't be long- until the rush for application
pictures will be in sway. Avoid it
by having yours taken nm\' at

The Artcraft Studio
F. IL. Ryan, Prop.
Phone 598
South Side Square

Simpson & Bennett
PHONE 405

409 Fifth St.

C. C. BREEN
BARBER
5th St. Entrance-Lawes Hotel

Blind Student Tells
···················································· Eastern Placements
Of Interest in Radio SLEET KEEPS GUESTS
Exceed Carbondale's
__

FROM EPT BANQUET

A comparison of Carbondale's placeBy Ja-mes Rice.
In a letter to Dr. L. F . Ashley, ment record with Eastern's shows a
When we first appil'oached Mr. Farm;Professor Sylvan Yeager of the slight edge for our own bureau. Eastworth (better known as "Russ") in !,he
Indiana
State Teachers College ern placed 76 per cent of last year's
hall and rr..entioned an interview, his
at Terre Haute exprel:ised hls r e- , graduates while the sister institution
:.mmediate r eply was, "Now, if you are
grets that two cars of students placed 73.9 per cent. Carbondale is
thinking of visi,t ing the 'control' room,
of their industrial arts depart- situated in an area where its bureau
that is out. Howev·er, if you just wish
m ent and members of Epsilon Pi has little competition from other
me to talk tha.t is quite easy."
W-e hastened .to assure "Russ" that
Tau had attempted the trip to teacher's co~leges.
the talking would be sufficient, providthe ~psilon Pi 'Tau initiation
s. I. N. u. placed 64.3 per cent of
ed it followed our questions, and in a
h eld m Mattoon Saturd~.y, Jan- their degr·ee graduates while EI placed
.search for a secluded spot, decided on
uary 9, but after battung the 64 per cent; 76.7 p·e r cent of their two
the back corn2Jr of the auditortum.
sleet storm for two ho,urs were year graduates to 90 per cent for Eastforced to turn back at Pari:::, ern.
"Russ'' Feels at Home
Ill'inois.
We were anx.ious to know how "Russ"
and E·a ster.l were getting along. Wltn •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• .. •• ..
with a friend at home, Arcola, and
a charact eristic toss of the head, he
began: "I feel as .t hough I'm one of roomma-te that I should h ave a license in this way I am a:ble to keep in conyou
_I ·a m sure tha:t the stude_~~ and his teaching is la~gely responsible tact wit h things at home. I also ha';e
such an arrang·em-ent wit h a friend in
body h~re IS one of the most congerua. Ifor my present success."
I've ev.e r known and I'm indeed thankChicago who delivers my messages to
When asked whether he planned to
. . ..
my mother."
ful f or this. I was rather 1ost a t fllSv commerci-a
. .
,__,
d'
k h
e con11ze tluS ~a 10 woir
In answer to ou:r question of just how
but I · have now become. wellll enough
t·mue d , "No I.t IS
. qm·te rmpro
·
b a ble th a t
f
ext ensive 1his contacts were, he prompta.cquamted that I can fmd a o my I h ll Th
sh
t
class Tooms alone and am ,a ble to
s ~ ·
e on.1Y way a
?r wa;~e ly added t hat he had contacted operare~ognize a large number of students ~anatic rna~ realize a return_ m rad1o tors f.rom a ll prurts of the Unit.ed
·
·
I
ls ble to cro 1s by entermg the commercial broad- States, Alaska, Mexico, Cuba, Hawaii,
b y the1r
vmces.
am a ·t
o a
' ld as an operat or, a f.Ield
. "' cast·mg f l!e
to and f,r om school now W1 hout ass1st- h'10h 18
.
d d t th r ·t I New Zealand, .a nd Australia.
naw crow e_ o ·e llil1 ·.
a.nce. You see, I am ·a ble to detect the w
During ,t he course of this conversa.,
of b · ts alth,o ugh I cannot have hopes of becommg a teacher e1th- t ion the s incerity and enthusiasm with
po:e.::~ence
o ]ec
· th f' ld 0 f
·
d'
recoo-n.ize them. Because of. this, I er m
e l!e
muslc or ra IO me- which "Russ" discussed this very inchanics."
have wO'rked out a system of counting
teresting avocation was quite evident.
Sees Chances for Profit
the trees between the campus and the
"You see there ar·e only eight other
A·t this point "Russ" nashed one of blind opBrators in the world, and I
Cavins' residence."
thc.se
familiar smiles, and :as .a n ·after·- am verry proud to be one of them."
During the interview thus far we
could not help but marvel at the cour - thought remarked, "There is a grea t
age and spirit of confidence with whieh chance for a large commercial return
"Russ" atta;cks all problems. We re- in short wave if tt wer.e not prohibitcalled being in class with him and the ed by governmental .r egulations. If I
way in which h e so interestingly pre- had been permttted .t o charge ev·en the
and
sents his m aterial and find ourselves telegraphic ~rate for messag·es, I could
You
see
it
is
a
common
now
retire.
anxiously awaiting his discussion of
how he became in-terested in short practice for us of ·t he 'under' r adio
world to deliver messa:ges to people in
wave radio.
om own city which have been sent by
Starts Radio Four Years Ago
'"I fkst became interesced in ~radio their friends from all parts of the counwork while at school in J a.cksonvill.e, try. I h ave a broadcasting schejule
four years ago. My roommate there
was a U.censed operator .a nd I realized
what ·a source of ·e ntertainment and
pleasu:re his set really was."
Here "Russ" paused and spoke to a.n-·
other fri·end who h ad just come in the
auditorium. We had .sc·a rcely heard the
at
new person's voice ·b ut "Russ," had n ot
missed it. "I wou1d know him anyBYRON B. MILLER
SHELL SERVICE STATION
where," he said, "but now •t o get back
on the subject . I found the radio codel C. W. Boyer, Mgr. 6th & Ma-dison
Phone 404
610 6th St.
rather e asy to l0arn, but the difficu!t:,~

no:r.

b·-

KNITS

BOUCLES

I
I Cleaned & Blocked

Courteous Service,
Quality Products

COVERS THE WORLD

to obtain a license of my own, pass a
rigid governmental t est. I was foirtunate enough, however, ·t o persuade my

PHONE 85

6t h & R. R.

& DYERS

·CHARLESTON
STEAM LAUNDRY
R. H. BRUMLEVE, Prop.

GEBHART

MOTORIST SUPPLY CO.
Open Sunday Until Noon

Modern, Up-to-Date Laundry P lant

Winterize Your Car

6th & ADAMS

NOW
Hea.ters .. Anti-Freeze .. Defrosters

I

A.

Fletcher's Grocery
A FULL LINE OF SCHOOL·

Phone 422

PHONE 284

c.

ADKIN S

GROCERIES AND MEATS
We Carry a Complete Line of ·
School Supplies

SUPPLIES and NOTIONS

CORNER TENTH AND LINC·O LN

4th & Lincoln

~~

CHARLESTON PROFESSIONAL CARDS
Phones: Office, 126; Residence,

7151

J. A. OLIVER, M. D.
Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat
Charleston National Bank Bldg.
Charleston, Ill.
DR. WIILLIAM M. SWICKARD
Office Hours 9:00 to 12: 00 a. m. and
2: 00 to 6:00p.m. and 7: 00
to 9:00 p. m.
604% JACKSON ST~

•

Office Phone 43
Res. !Phone 1H8
DR. W. E. SUNDERMAN
DENTIST
DENTIST
Hours: 8 to 12--1 to 5
Charleston National Bank Bldg.
P eople's Drug Store Bldg.
Phones. Office, 476; Residence, 762
Charleston, Ill.

I

DR. W. B. TYM

---t

I
I

DR. DEAN A. AMBROSE
DR. CLINTON D. SWICKARD
OPTOMETRIC EYE SPECIALIST
Office Hours: 9:00 to 12:00 a. m. and
Alexander Bldg.
2:09 to 6: 00p.m. and 7:00 to 9:00 p. m.
Phone 340
604% Sixth St.
North Slde Square
i
Phones: Office, 30; R esidence, :_.
_______T_e_l_e_p_h_o_n__e_1_3_2___________ Frames R epaired- Lenses Duplicated
DR. J. R. ALEXANDER
5161h Sixth St.

Office Hours 9 a. m. to 9 p. m.
Phones: Office, 218; Res., 160
! .___ _______________________
DR. H. A. SHAFFER
Corner 6th and Van Buren

Andrews Lumber & Mill Co.

Charleston Cleaners

~yinthef~t~~Imus~in~~ . ·~====~==========~===============~

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON

SHERWIN WILLIAMS PAINTS

19 3 ~

l

l

DR. B. C. TREXLER

DR. N. C. IK.NAYAN

DENTIST

Hours by Appointment

Linder Bldg.

Phones: Office, 69; Res. 380
501 Jackson St.

Phones: Office, 387; Res., 1037

G. B. DUDLEY, M. D.

Physician and Surgeon
Office Hours: 9 a. m. to 9 p . m.
Phone 440

511% Jackson Street

·----------------------------------------------~.--------------------- ·--~----------

Phone: Office and Res. 242
LESLIE T. KENT, M. D.
Linder Bldg.
Monday and Saturday Nights

•
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Red Maxfield -Will Plag for WAA Sports Dance
Shower Honor
Men Consider Stag
Shirley,
Gene
Five Student Per/ornzers Will Tea,Teacher
of Home Ec
Party, Burlesque
Prove Popular
Be Feature of Main Attraction
Friday, January 22 Is Set As I
Date; Dancing Lasts from 8:30
to 12 o'clock.

Miss Rita Whitesell was hostess at a
tea given in honor of Miss Clara Attebery Sunday afternoon from three to
five o'clock. A handkerchief shower
was given Miss Attebery by the girls of
the junior a nd senior classes of the
Home Economics Department, who
were guests at the tea. Miss Ada Hess,
State Supervisor of Home E'conomics,
and Mrs. Vivla Russell, of the Home
Economics Department, were special
guests. Mrs. Ruth Cooper, a former
member of the department, poured,
and Miss MEdred Guthrie assisted the
hostess in serving.
Miss Suzanne Gossett and Miss
Vianna Ennis entertained the club with
a violin and vocal solo respectively.
They were accompanied by Miss Edith
Clouse at the piano. Carolyn Maxwell
was chairman of the refreshment committee, and Veda York, Dorothy Mae
Jack, Edith C~ouse , and Mildred Guthrie assisted.

Hop Chairman

Red Maxf,i eld and his orCihestra will
return to Eastern's campus Friday,
January 22 to furnish music for the
WAA Sports dance from 8:30-12.
Maxfield's orchestra has appeared
her·e several -times in the last two years
and has prov·en to be quite popular.
It consists of eleven pieces and comes
from the University of Illinois campus.

Jc·e Snyder and .a girls' quartet consisting of Eadie Kuffel, Garolyn Gilbert, Jean Roettger and Norma Ives
axe to appear .on the floor show.
Chaperons will be Miss Mabel Hupprioh, Miss Florence McAfee, Dean C.
Flavour Stilwell, Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert
Carson, Dr. and Mrs. Donald Altell.',
Dr. and Mrs. Jay B. ,MacGregor, and
~. Paris Van Horn. Guests will include Dr. and Mrs. R. G. Buzzard, Mr.
and Mrs. c. P. Lantz, and Mr. Winfield
Scott Angus.
Helen Jones .and Esther Lumbrirk
are acting as co-chairmen for
tJhe
dance. They have announced .t hat
sweaters and sponts clothes should be
worn.
The decorations committee consists
of Sadie Kuffel, chairman, CoLette
Brumleve, Mi1dred Guthrie, Ger.alidne
Moon and Lama Conley. Oa.rolyn
Gilbert and Martha Lumbrick rare in
charge of the floor :show. The program
committee includes Elizabeth Widger,
chairman, Louise Ab-el, .P auline Pachiarz, Ma.ry Wyne and Helen Bones.
---EI&Tc---

Mrs. Verwiebe Gives
Tea for French Club
Mrs. Gladys Verwiebe was host
January 6 at an informal 4:30 tea for
the following members of the French
Book-of-the-Month club: Mr. Q. G.
Burris, Miss Elizabeth Michael, Miss
McClure, Mr. Kevin Guinagh, . Miss
Alice McKinney, Mrs. H. DeF. W1dger,
Miss Ruth Dunn, Miss Aline Claar
and Miss Elizabeth Widger.

---EISTC---

Students Entertain
With 12:30 Luncheon
Gwendolyn Oliver
Misses May June Endsley, Maxine
Harrod and Margaret Ellen Stephenson
entertained Dr. and Mrs. L. F. Ashley,
Dr. and Mrs. Harris E. Phipps, Miss
Clara Attebery and the latter's brother-in-law and sister, Mr. and Mrs.
Meek of Hillsboro, with a 12:30 lunchThe formal dance season of 1937 was eon Sunday afternoon at the home
inaugurated Friday night, J anuary 15, economics practice rooms in Miss Attewith the Pem Hall-Phi Sig Formal. bery's apartment.
Dick Shelton and his eleven piece or- - - E ISTC:--chestra from Champaign furnished
music for dancing !rom nine-thirty to
one. One hundred and twenty-five
couples were present.
The insignia of Phi Sigma Epsilon,
Dr. and Mrs. Walter M. Scruggs gave
in gold' letters on a rose taffeta back- a party at their home at 1405 Fourground, and the monogram of Pem- teenth street Wednesday night, Janberton Hall, in black letters on blue uary twelfth in honor of Donald Davis'
taffeta were used to decorate the room. birthday. The evening was spent tellTihis was the first time these had been ing stories and refreshments
were
j used.
·
served. Those present were Donald
Gwendolyn Oliver was general chair- Davis, Harold England, Robert Reynman of the dance. Gene Lederer was olds, Charles Greer, Russell Spicer and
co-chairman, representing the fratern- Dr. and Mrs. Walter M. Scruggs.
ity.
---EISTc---

Phi Sig- Hall Hop
Opens Social Year

---EISTc---

NEW MAGAZINE MAKES
APPEARANCE IN LIBRARY
A new magazine, Social Education,
which is to repl>ace The Social Studies
as the official journal of the National
council for the Social Studies came to
the Ubrary last week. The fkst number is for January, 1937. Directed pru·ticularly to junior and senior high
school teachers, the magazine contains many articles of popul.a r mterest.
-

- -'E I & T c - - -

LIBRARY RECEIVES
LATEST ENCYCLOPEDIA

Scruggs Give Party
in Honor of Davis

---EISTC---

Foods Class Fetes
Departing Teacher
Miss Clara Attebery, who is soon to
leave for Columbia University, was
guest at a party given in her honor
by her Sophomore Foods' Class Monday, January 16. The group attended
the movie, "God's Country and the
Woman," and afterward met at the
home of Miss Mary Jane Kelly. Miss
Attebery was presented with a gift
from the class, and the remainder of
the evening was spent in games and
conversation. Misses Betty Jane Ford,
Dorothy Lindsay, Dorothy Mae Jack,
and Mary Jane Kelly were in charge
of refreshments.

- - - E ISTC- - The college library has just placed
on its shelves the 1936 printing of the LEAGUE UNITS 4, 5, 11
14th edition of the Encyclopaedia BfltENJOY SOCIAL HOURS
amlica. While this is not g, complete
Thursday evening Units 4 and 9
1evision, some articles have been added. The 1929 edition will be placed m met in the music room. The evening was spent in playing games and
the high school library.
singing. The group went to the Little Campus for refreshments.
FLU CAUSES ABSENCE
OF DR. C. S. SPOONER Unit 11 m et at 7 :30 Monday January 18, at 1108 Fourth Street.
Dr. c. S. Spooner, head of the zoology Games were played and refreshdivision of the Science department ments were served.
- - - E ISTc - - was confined to his home for several
Patronize
your News advertisers.
days last week with an attack of influenza.

Plans for a men's stag party and
minst r el show to be held some time in
the next few weeks are underway. The
Men 's Union, working in conjunction
with Dean Hobart F. Heller, are initiating plans for the affair this week.
Dale "Ike" Wingler is chairman of
the committee in charge o:f tha minstrel show. Wayne Neal heads the refreshment committee.

Shirley Harrod and Gene Lederer
were honored at the Phi Sig-Pem Ha.ll
formal dance last Friday night as
Eastern's most popular glrl and boy.
They led the grand
march immediately after the Eastern-Normal
g-ame and presided over
---I!:I•Tc---the dance which . fol- MACGREGORS ENTERTAIN
lowed.
WIT.H TEA AFTER CONCERT
Gene Lederer '37 is a
math major who hails
Mr. and Mrs. Jay B. MacGregor enfrom
Centralia, Illinois.
Shirley
tertain~d with a tea after the Sunday
He is a member or
cono~rt, January 17.
Kappa Delta Pi, Phi Sigma Ep~ilon ,
The tea was given in honor of the
Kappa Mu Epsilon, and Playe1·s, of
MasGregors'
house guest, Mrs. Dorothy
wh'ich he is business manager. Lecl~rer
Weston
of
Mason
City, Ia. Later in
has been active i11 both
the
evening
she
favored
the group
cuxricular and extra-curwith
a
number
of
songs.
ricular activities during
Several faculty m embers were preshis stay at Eastern.
ent.
Shirley H arrcd, also a
---EISTc--senim·, is a resident of
What
you're
looking for. at the price
Pemberton Hall, where
you
want
them,
with gracious service
she has been active in
-you'll
find
all
three
when shopping
many soeial functions.
at
News
a
dvertised
business
houses.
She is a graduate of T. C. high school
- .- - E I S T c - - and a history major. She has also been
Patronize your News advertisers.
active in Girls Glee Club work during
her four years of college. Miss Harrod's home is 'in Lafayette, India na.
Lederer's · chief competitors in the
popular contest were Dale "Ike" Wingler, who received 26 votes, and Bert
Lynch with 22. Gene received 73 votes.
Miss Harrod won with 50 votes. Runners-up were Dorothy Armes and Violet Podesta with 29 and 28 votes, respectively. A total of >129 votes were
cast for the 34 men and 30 women
in the contest.

I. A. ALUMNI WRITE
1
FROM OTHER STATES
During the past week Dr. L. F. Ashley received letters from two industrial
a:r .t s alumni. Mr. John Whitesel of
Dayton, Kentucky, is president of the
Northern Kentucky Industrial Arts association and is assisting with the
plann'ing of five other district associ·a tions in that state.
Raymond Phipps is now director of
a n ew department of industrial arts
at the New Britain, Connecticut,
Teachers College. He writes of planning a new building which 'is to be
erected for his department soon.

- - - E ISTC - - -

BROTHER OF STUDENT
tlNDERGOES OPERATIO

J

Robert Fairchild was absent from
school the last four days of last week
when he and his mother were called
to Springfield where Robert's brother,
Francis submitted to an emergency
operation Monday.

ASK

YOUR MIRROR
after a beauty treatment at the Modern

Welcome College
Students to

Beauty Shop, wheth-

Snappy Service Inn

e:r a permanent or a

6th and JACKSON ST.

ror if you are not a

The Home of the

lovelier lady t h a n

facial, ask your mir-

5c HAMBURGERS

ever before.

"BUY 'EM BY THE SACK"

MODERN

You'll like 'em the way
we fry 'em

BEAUTY SHOP

- - - E ISTc - - -

Mr. and Mrs. Quincy Guy Burrls
were at home to -the faculty after the
Pem Hall-Phi Sig dance, Friday, January 15.

MOORE'S
SUPER SERVICE
Grocery-Market
PHONE 71
DELIVERY SERVICE

,

PARKING SPACE FOR
CUSTOMERS

PHONE 1501

Open 6:00 A. M. to 1:00 A. M.

.

.

'

.... ...;_

.

815 MONROE
-; .
·,.
..
...,.

~-

A. G. FROM MEL
HARDWARE

Dishes
Cutlery
Paints
Kitchenware

Sporting Goods
Flashlights
Student Lamps
Light Bulbs

PHONE 492

SOUTH SIDE SQUARE

- - - E I&Tc - - -

William Jones, Montros-e, was a. guest
at the Phi Sig house over ·the weekend.
Mr. oand Mrs. Jay B. MacGregor had,
as a week-end guest . Mr. Raymond
Weston of Mason City, Iowa.
- --

E ISTc - --

Flowers for all occasions- and then
- Carroll- Florist. Phone 39.
413 Seventh street.

W e have for your convenience
A Complete Line of Groceries for [..ight Housekeepers
SCHOOL SUPPLIES

'WINK'S'
of
on
One Block North

Campus

GROCERY
Open to 9:00 P. M.

Sixth St.

~orne.

- --

No Place

•
ID

Nature •••

. . . . or in any of the world's
food factories built by man,
is there to be obtained another food· so healthful as Milk
and its products.

IE I &Tc - --

Consult the News
your purchases.

when

planning

For Up-to-Date
SHOE REPAIRING

try

Welton's Shoe Shop
Between 5th & 6th on Route 16

COME TO THE ....•

LINC~OLN

A VENUE GROCERY

-for the best bargains in groceries and
school supplies.
Just 1 Block East of Campus

RAlLPB BAILS, Mgr.

PASTEURIZED FOR
PURITY

Meadow Gold Dairy
PHONE 7

7th & Van Buren
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~thts Big Cut in Expenses Cripples f!ublic

"Tell the truth and don't be afraid"

School Standards, Program rn State!

Student Conduct

Published each Tuesday of the school Education Association Publication Points Out Unfavorable Com- • - - - - - - - - year by the students of the Eastern Illinois
parisons; Crisis Conditions Still Exist in Illinois Schools.
A very pros.::.tic title. If the title had been
State Teachers College at Charleston.
of state aid has been recently set up. ''Rowdyism" or "EI Students Tear Down Cracker
(Education News Service)
Entered as second class matter November
Springfield.-Tha.t l-arger cut.s were For the school year ending in 1936 F1nx in Anticipation of _.Jew Health Education
8, 1915, at the Post Office at Charleston, made in school expenditures in Illinois Michigan made an average state aid Building," it would l1a ve
than in most states during the de- grant of $42.11 per pupil and in Ohio attrrtcted a great deal
Illinois, under the Act of March 3, 1879.
pres.Sion is pointed out by a study the state aid grant was $40.33. A com- more attention.
~-Printed by the Courier Publlshing Company
booklet issued by the Illinois Educa- parable figure in n ·inois would be
We, as members of a
tion Association. The average cut in $11.19. Both of these states aid high
stanley Elam '38 .................................................................. Co-editor
teacher-education institucurrent school expenditures in the schools, but Illinois does not.
tion. c;;houJrl conduct ourWalton Morris '37 ................................................................ co-editor United States from 1930-34 was 17 per
The crisis conditions still exist in
Donald Cavins '37..............................................Business Manager cent, while IJlinois cut schools 25 per Illinois. The increase in t11e Stat~ selves in such a manner
Glen cooper '37 .................................................. Publicity Director cent during the same period.
Distributive Fund of 2% mirion dol- as to be a model for other
Of
the
ten
states
of
greatest
populars for the present biennium is an in- schools and visitors on
Florence Cottingham '37....................................Associate Editor
lation, Ohio and Michigan were the crease of only $2.45 per elementary our campus. I am sure
John Farrar .......................................... .................... Sports Editol'
only two states to make as heavy re- pupil and the high school pupils are the "booing'~ at the bas·· t Y Editor
Beulah Midgett '38... ...... ...... .... ...... ...... .. .. ..... ...... ... .. .S oc1e
•
trenchments as did Illinois, and in still left out. This s-ight increase in ketball games on TuesMary Jane Kelly '39 ..............................................................Features both of these states a strong program state support in no way compensates
day evening, J ?.nuary 12,
the schools for their loss in local supAline Claar '39 ........................................................................ Features
and Friday evening, Janport due to the decrease in the asFranklyn L. Andrews.................. ~.........................................Adviser
sessed valuation of the state of 37 per l1ary 15, did not leave a
DEAN F. A. BEU
favorable impression upon
cent since 1927.
1936
Member
1937
the
officials,
the
visiting
Per cent of cut in current expendiMember 1=\ssociafed CoUe5iate Press Member
tures for schools 1930-34 in the ten team, the faculty, or the students ·w ho had the
proper training in high school before attending
states of greatest population.
Distributors of
CSPA
ICPA
E:tstern.
Pennsylvania ... ........... ........ 8.8 per cent.
I believe the logan posted on the wall in the
What do you think of the Men's ILLINOIS ........................ 25.6 per cent.
TUESDAY, JANUARY 19, 1937
Union having a shg party and mins- New York ................................ 2.6 per oent V/estfield High School gymnasium is a good ?ne
Ohio ...................................... 21.0 per cent [or booing students to consider before at1 endmg
trel show?
Texas ................................ 14.6 per cent.
the next basketball game. "Let h1m who h~s
Robert Gibson '38 - That will be a California ........................ 10.9 per cent.
nev<:>r
made a mistake be the first to b r10 an offiparty!
Michigan ............................ 37 .8 per cent.
ci:d." I knO\v from personal experience and the
Second as a perso.nal problem and first as aa
Ira Kimmel '38 - What makes a Massachusetts .................... 9.4 per cent.
expression
of other officials that it is a pleasure
interest among adult's is philosophy of life, accord- party, if mer1 are not present? All we New Jersey ................ .... 13.3 per cent. to officiate in the Westfield High School gymMissouri .............................. 9.0 p er cent.
ask is just an opportunity.
ing to rese::trch carried on among graduate students
Median of above ten states, 12.75 p er nasmm.
Bob Cordis '40 - Yassuh, bo! We
at Teachers College, Columbia, and coons gwina have fun-eatin' possum. cent.
(Continued on Page Eight)
Trude Foltz '39 - It ought to be
An Appeal
reported in the November Teachers
The publication of the Education
to Your
Coll~ge Record. "In previous gen- swell, Why not try it? But how about Association states "As the effects of the
the girls?
depression appear in many respects to
First Interest er.:tt.ioris this expressed itself in reMary Atice Harwood '38 - I always wear away, it must be emphasized that From the Indiana Statesman.
ligion and the belief in immortality. did like parties and minstrel shows- scores of districts will not come out of
With all the recent talk about subsidization
Today the urge to try to find a meaning in life :-tnd but a stag party is a different thing. their financial handicaps. Many have of students who get out on the playing field to
James Sherrick '38 - The women of a debt load far in excess of the conto avoid futilitv is as strong as ever. Adult educa- the college have had one or two suc- stitutional limit of 5 per cent on the bring glory to their alma maters, it has occurred
tion must sa tisfv the demand for a better perspec- cessful parties, so why not the men?
assessed va~uation, have bonds de- t o us that there is much more justification for
Aline Claar '39 - The idea is all faulted, owe for months of t·e aching the payment of student teachers than there is for
tive of the mea1;ing of life through courses adjusteel to the level of lhe average man on ethics, psy- right. But what does that make the service, have crippled school standards, the reimbursement of athletes.
girls? I su&gest a revo~ution.
and can not hope to offer an adequate
chology, philosophy, sociology, biology."
College athletes are supposed t o be clas ed as
Esther Lumbrick '40 - Sounds great school program from local revenues.
That. last sentence contains the germ of an for the fellows. I guess the Women's Many schools were poor prior to the amate urs, but if t hat is the case how can they r,e ceive payment for participation in amateur atnide:1. that might mean much to any college and to League will have to have one too.
depression."

Elephant's

Child ...

Cone6iate Di5est

What Do You Think?

Why Not Pay Student Teachers?

this one in particular. We think, however, that
courses best adjusted to the level
A Plea for
of the average man on these sub'Bull' Sessions
jects are, yes, "bull" sessionc:;.
to Serve ItMore of the practical philosophy
that governs the actions of students h ere is o·:tined
at "bull" sessions than any0
where el e. M ore: certainly, than from the pulpit.
vVe asked twenty students how often they attended
church. Only t-hree reported regular attendance.
Neither is pl;ilosophy supplied in our classrooms.
Those professors who attempt to "tie it up with
their subject" are reprimanded. Once in a year one
fraternity has a banquet at which the faculty sponsors lead frank. discussions of moral problems with
the boys-to find them eager but incoherent and
indefinite.
For these reasons, we believe that what this
college needs is not better chapel periods, required
church attendance, nor classes on ethics. We need
and want long firelit sessions where ethical opinions are aired and clarified and modified-sessions
led by our men of culture given a chance to communicate some of it.

Normal, the Floor Is YoursIn 1934-35, when EI's debate teams were born
here, they went to Normal's Invita tional tournament and brought back a few feathers. Last year
they went up again and brought back the whole
sca lp. This vear, however, no scalps " ' ere available. Tbe rvles had been changed.
It is an invitational toun1ament and Normal
has shown exemplary hospitality to guest teams.
Yet EI fan cry, "We c:-tn't beat your basketball
teams, dear sister institution; why do you deny us
the sa tisfac::tion of squelching your debate teams?"
As yet Normal has given no elaborate explanation of the change. Dr. F. L. D. Holmes, di ··
rector of speech education, says thii':
"Having no official decisions to make, critics
can concentrate on criticism to help the debaters."
A Vidette scribe explains further: "Opponents' ratings of each other, it is felt, will be more significant
than a judge's decision."
Normal might have made a better ca e if
she had stated that decision debates defeat the purpose of debate in that they give incentive for adept
wriggling for a victory rather than for cool in
quiry with the view of arriving at some truth.
But the fact is that no college debate, what
with the exceedingly debatable questions considered, has ever decided anything more than which
team has the nimbler wits, the better coaching and
the better case. That is why we ask Normal why

they dropped decision debates this year.

Have You Heard?
Round About the Campus
with Walton Morris
... ahout F~orence Cottingham entertaining the D. A. R. a week ago last
Saturday? Florence says she didn't
really entertain them; she just ate off
them. But we're sure her intentions
Were good, even though they have a
barbaric sound.

. . . of the "kissing strike" at Utah
University?
A little blonde co-ed
"germinated" it, when she pressed a
glass slide to her lips while in a laboratory class, and put the slide under the
microscope. The result was a strike
endorsed by a large majority of the
female members of the student body.
. . . Gr seen Joe Cuny's Ford? No, i.t The opposition was led by a germisn't a V-8! Joe calls it a model X. defying co-ed who argued, "Kissing
Anyway it's some species of Model T, may not be so bad if you use the right
and if age has anything to do with it, technique," whil-e a freshman symthen it certainly is a fine caT. Look pathizer added, "If you kiss hard
out the front door about five minutes enough, you'll kill the germs."
The
before 8 or 1 o'clock and you'll see the men, natura ly enough, supported the
whole F idelis club, en masse, going opposition, and science versus romance
to c:ass in it.
became a "red hot" question . . . The
1
result? Oh, a strike on all dates by
. . . the best ~tun of the month? It the Osculation League was too tough
can be attributed to Miss McKinney, on the women - they all kissed and
for even though it isn't her own, she made up.
discovered it and made it known to
her English 50 class. It might be called your English lesson for today, be- ... anything about the singU:ar defeat
cause the witticism involves a couple our history slinging political bosses reof word meanings . . . What is the ceived at the hands of the townsdifference between pseudonym and people? Yes, you should know all by
2.lias? Ps-eudonym means "false na.me ·' now. Messers Coleman and Seymour's
while alias means "the other." Now be political adventure proved to be a suca sport and stop and think before you cess in only one ward out of fiveread on. Of course, I knew you their own. They both agree that such
wouldn't ... ! "Pseudonym" is the false an experience is good for the soul, even
name of one who writes, whi'e "alias" though it is a bit disheartening. We 'll
is the other name of one who wrongs! bet our townspeople didn't know that
the aforesaid didn't want to be com-Not, bad-eh?
missioners or they m ight have voted
it in .
Dr. Coleman should be we'l qual. . . or sezn the chesty fellows in the
new gray and blue sweaters with con.
?
ified by his recent personal expertrastmg EI monograms· Coach Car- ience to make a peppy talk of his
son was liberal with sweaters this year Thursday chapel appearance for at
and 19 football 'eros sweJI with pride 1 that time he will comment u~on "Poas the thick, four-pound . symb?ls of litical Problems of Today."
many hard knocks come m, shipment
by shipment, to the gym office. Mr.
Lantz meant to hold them and present . . . about the attempted burglarly of
them ceremoniously in chapel, but as a frat house at Southern Cal., Universoon as the express packages rolled in sity? The man was fast, all right, but
the boys practically raided the office not as fast as his pursuer! He hapfor them. The little gold track shoes pened to pilfer the house in which
were presented to the state champion Harold Smallwood, national 400 meter
cross country team in chapel this champ, lived. Smallwood used a flymorning, however, in accordance with ing tackle on him in less than 400
Lantz's plans.
meters! ,

letic contests? It has never yet been denied that
the college athlete is an amateur, although there
are instances, for example the Southeastern Conterence, where subsidization 1s countenanced
openly.
On the ot.her han.d, when . a college student
~nters upon h1~ practice. teachmg experience he
1s at the s.af!le tlme entenng the professional field.
After trammg for several years for the chosen
profession, the student teacher goes into cadet
work that is as professional as ever his work will
~e. The position of ': practice teacher may be
hl:ened to that of an mterne who has just completed his academic work in medicine and is then
ready to take his work in practical medicine in
the hospitals and laboratories.
The task of the critic or supervising teacher
is con iderably less when he is able to rely on :1
cadet teacher to do a great share of his work in
conducting classes, grading papers and the other
routine work the teacher is expected to do.
The critic teacher may find that he has much
of the time that teaching and its kindred rluties
Y\'oulcl otberwise take left free for him. He is
able to make surveys, do research work and accomplish some ·writing for publication whlle the
sturl~nt teacher is performing part of the critic's
vv'-rk.
This is, of course, not meant to be an indictment of stuclent teaching and critic teachers, but
at the same time we are able to see where there
is a sufficient reason for the payment of student
teachers if there is even a possibility of the payment of a thletes.

The Soap Box--Invites students and facultp members
to voice their opinions on topics concerned with college life. Please limit
letters to 150 words . .. also sign same
Dear Soap Box:
In the last issue of the News I noticed a complaint
writt-en about chapel programs and .a plea for some of the
talks we used to have by various members of tile faculty.
Afte1· tl~e letter was a question asking whether the student had ever heard of the cultural survey talks on Thursday ·a fternoons.
·
Of course we've heard about them. After all, notices
are read in classes Thtu·sday mornings. But I want to
plead the cause of the working students-the NYA help.
We don't have time to go to many '·extras" while we are
conscientious enough to go to chapel. Now we really woulc
like to hear those talks, but we can't afford to ·.;pend the
time, so why not transfer the cultural survey talks to
chapel periods?
-An NYA Student.
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FACULTY CAR FANATIC
FALLS VICTIM AGAIN

rofessor

COLSEYBUR'S

Scoop! Flash! Extra ! - Professor Franklyn Lehman Andrews sets new record at Eastern - buys second new car in
less than 30 days! Mr. Andrews,
who used to think that what
this country needed was a good
five cent cigarette lighter, now
turns to bigger things along
with the better times. Says Andrews, "Automobiles .age quickly. New models should come
out month'y."
Professor Andrews, who had
just managed to put 650 miles
on a new green Ford, discarded it for a bigger, better, and
greener De Soto last Saturday.
This makes three in a row on
Third street, by the way.

Last Trump
•

COLSEYBUR HAS AN A~NOUNCEMENT TO MAKE
Will all the students who intend to attend classes for the remainder of the
term please meet in this room after Chapel. W e are anxious to know how
many are still with us. Please bring your registration slip with you. In case
you have lost your slip, please bring at~-- .. - - - - - -- - -- - -- - - least four dance programs in lieu 1 stuff, you great big bum," and nearly
thereof. In case you have lost your broke up the show.
dance programs, please bring the caps
off of five 7 Up bottles. This meeting
Flash! Marvin Upt()n is now assistis very, very, very, very important. If
ant Warbler Editor.
you are not there, we can't have the
Flash! "Spring is here!"
meeting. If we don't have the moeting,
Signed: B. L. B.
no one will ever know exactly how
-S. T.
many students have lost their r egistration slips. This is the only way we
Jim Michael and Milton Siegel are
can ascertain whether you are all
there. Your cooperation will be great- now in winter quarters. Their show
ly appreciated.
will start on the road late in May.

I

Pretty soon it'll be "in sight of" instead of "site of."
Jingle bells, jingle bells,
Jingle all the way;
Oh what fun it is to skip
Four classes every day.

And then Gwen Oliver sat down and
cried because there were no more
dances to announce.
There are re:tlly only three movem ents to a sy'mphony: the alarm, the
struggle, and then the relief.

Dear, dear, bread and beer,

PopU:arity contests too often contest

If it wasn't for Springfield, we wouldn't popularity.

be here.

Elmer Commends Si
Figs, Hall; His Error

---EIBTc----

OKLAHOMA STUDENT TO
PAY FINE FOR FLUNKING

A fee of $3 for each semester-hour
of failures - called the "flunking
fine" by students - will enrich the
coffers of the University of Oklahoma
by about $12,000, George Wadsack,
university registrar, estimates.
A new rule requiring payment of
the fees goes into effect when more
than 5,000 students r egister for the
S. P. -Almost I forgot there was
spring semester, Jan. 29 and 30.
the
two
places where the musicians picked
~t~~ents ~re required to p~y
fme only If they re-enroll m the
courses in which they failed.

I"

·- ---EISTc---As usual, the Pem Hall-Phi Sig
You'll find Modern, Beautiful Stone
Real:y, no married coach should ob- Formal was held somewhere between
Set Rings - always in the best of
ject to cake and pie.
Paris and Mattoon.
taste -see C. P. Coon, 408 Sixth St.
---EISTC--One mor·e week to m ake the A, B, c ,
A dance is really a success if the
and D squads.
Patronize
your News advertisers.
chaperons sigh, "Oh, to be young
again."
To the Unknown Alumnus
We .sent a Christmas card to John 1 Judging by the carelessness with
Horatio B:.ack. Now Black is supposed which ink is handled, we can truthto be one of our 3,339 illustrious fully say that the Bottle Imps are at
alumni. The card was returned to us play.
last week marked: UNKNOWN.
"With all his smartness, B~ack sure
We hope no one trumps that spade,
got stung ;
Mr. Lantz.
Unknown, unwept, unhonored, and
unsung:?
Of course, we should have a Science
Builcling; building at EI is fast beFILE 364. Vol. XII. Re. Kappa
coming a science.
ne:ta Pi.
The first spa de has been turned; the
Excerpts from our impartial 47 pp,
1
analysis of Kappa Delta Pi are as Phi Sig-Pem Hall dance is over; the
follows:
Symphony has come and gone; but: life
1. Operated entirely without Federal must go on.
Aid.

weekly letter s from
Oh for a good old announc-ement
Chamberlin.
from the Textbook Library or the
3. Keeps Gen e Lederer' in off the Dean's Office.
streets.
4. Provides no p ension fund for
We hope the P~acement Bureau has
to put on a night shift this year.
members.
5. Sponsors The Last Trump.
~ It's about time somebody acct!sed the
6. Subscribes to the TO News.
, Men's Union again.
7. Meets on Monday.
8. Eats on Monday.
What are you going to wear t o the
9. Encourages faculty wits.
dedication.
10. Discourages student nit-wits.
Rating: AAAA. Financial StandWon't someone please send the high
ing: AAAA.
Comment: All bills paid promptly. school children some jacks or parchesi
sets so that they won't b e driven t o
No suits or claims pending.
locking the doors on the second floor
Fla£h! Word reaches us that Dean for amusement.
and Mrs. Beu spent New Years Eve at
We is all in the same boat, isn't we,
the Aragon. .Dean Beu was decked in
a paper cap and blowing a whistle Isn't we? We say', isn!t we?
Signed: OLE POKER FACE.
when two EI students appeared. Immediately he re-assumed his role as
dean.
2. Receives

T~mmy

MacGregor te~ls the story that
when he was a boy, Uncle Tom's
Cabin came to town. Any child accompanied by an adult could get in free.
He gathered up thirteen of his friends
and got his father to buy a ticket. During the midst of the pathos when
Simon Legree was on the stage, one of
the kids yelled, "Cut out the rough

PAINTS, WALL PAPER
and GLASS

FOR REAL SERVICE

PHONE 249 or 1199
·----------~------------~

I

419 6th St.

MBLEM

Telephone 993

OF

''Long life and prosperityJI' That is the toast of the New Year.
And it is the toast of our American railroads, for-factors other
than transportation being equal-their travelers live the
longest and their shippers suffer the least from loss and
damage. • That well-known motto "Safety First!" is derived
from the opening xule in the book of railway operation:
"Safety is of the first importance in the discharge of duty. 11
• Railway safety is enhanced by strong track1 automatic
train control, electric block signals, improved braking,
special safeguards on trains, constant inspection and repair

THE 25c-DINNERS-35c
LINCOLN INN

of equipment, constant schooling of the men at work. • As a
xesult, on the travel side alone1 99 of the 142 principal Ameri-

Choice of Everything on the l\lenu
Hamburger 5c-IIot Soup
Groceries, Meats, Fruits a nd Vegetables, Ice Cream, School Supplies,
Fountain Drinks. Open Evenings.
D. T. FREELAND
PHONE 73
706 LINCOLN

can railroads recently completed 15 years with not a passenger fatality in a train accident-this despite the movement
annually of hundreds of millions of passengers billions of
m.Ues. The illinois Central is
now in its ninth consecutive

For Social Functions

sengers. • Protection of freight,
as measured by claim pay-

.... BE SURE AND ORDER
YOUR CAKES FROM THE
North

CROWDER &
WILLIAMS

WATERS TAXI

year of similar safety to pas-

IDE
A L
Side Square

at their fiddles and they was about
thirty of them, I think, and some of
them perty nigh as big as our kitchen
woodbox. They sounded like the most
banjos being played I ever herd anywheres.

IJN(EJ.lSINii [JlRE

II

Dr.

Dear Elmlree:
The Si Figs and them Pem Hall girls
did things up just about brown a.t the
dance last Friday. They went to all
the trouble of building a momenstrous
platform out in front of the readymade stage clean out abont half way
acrost the floor. They had the front
of it all decorated with fernery to. I
thought it \Yas purty white in em to
let the symphonic orchestry play on
·~. t Sunday. That was a right nice little
band they had except they was to
many people playin the same instraments. If theyda just h ad 'lome banjos and some honest to goodness fiddlin', things woulda been pepped up
a mite.
After safely manipolating my feet
over the slickest walks that ~IJe ever
made, I lost my equalateral last night
gain' down stairs. Always before I
thought they was about fourteen steps
but I cotu:lted thirty-seven by the time
l h'it the first landing. Consequenshul,
I can bend one leg at a 179 degree
angle and the other a little over 150
degrees-to say nothing of the rest of
me.
Stiffly speaking, I aint welL
-Elmer.

Barnyard Symphony

ments, is likewise at a high

BAKERY
PIIONE

standard, the loss declining in
recent years to considerably less

1500

than a dollar per revenue car.

REMIND ER •••
Safety, like charity, must begin at
home if patrons are to be protected in their lives and properly.
I am especially proud of the fact
that thousands of lllinois Central
supervisory employes hold cards
testifying to years of clear safety
records for the men under their
direction.

~

$5.00 DOWN AND $3.00 PER MONTH
Buys a

New REMINGTON PORTABLE TYPEWRITER
Immediate Delivery

KING
BROTHERS
BOOK AND STATIONERY STORE
WEST SIDE SQUARE

PHONE

42~

015 [EITRAL SYSTEM

- - - - -'A N

ILLINOIS

RAILROAD,__ _ __
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State Normal, Central Normal
Red Birds Eke Out Close Win
Over EI in Overti111e Thriller
Two Regulars from Each Team·
Foul Out; Panthers Feel Loss
of Curry and Holmes.

High Scoring Ace

•ruesday, January 19, 1937

D~feat

FARRAR SEEING
Bg ....

John Farrar
EI basketba:I fans got a good look at
Coach Joe Cogda.l's baskt-tball aggregation and we will have to admit that
his b~ys are plenty good. It took steady
nerves and plenty of courage for Captain Don Adams to drop in that shot
from back of the cenLr circ~e to win
the game.
Normal's greatest strength was
shown when her re£erves, Hanes and
M ichae" , who r eplaced Kavanaugh
and Balding (who fouled out) came
through with sterling performalliCes.
On the other hand, Coach Ted Carson's team was so weakened when
Curry and Haimes fouled out that they
lost the advantage held a~moot the entire game.
The team which finished the play for
Eastern was composed entirely' of
freshmen. These boys won't forget
Fr:da.y's game and some night Coach
Cogdal will repair to the dressing
room, shaking his head slowly, saying,
"We wuz robbed."

El Last Week

P.urple Streak Quintet Drubs
Locals in Tuesday Tilt, 42. 27
Week's Intramural
Play Shows Upsets

Twenty t o 17 Halftime Score
Shows Locals' Outstanding Qf.
fensive, Defensive Play.

By Marvin Upton.
State Normal defeated Eastern 34-32
The score Eastern 27; Central
Ano·
t
her
week of intr;amural basket Friday night in a red-hot game decidNormal
42. But this one-sided point
ball, featur.ed by a full Saturday scheded in a five minute overtime. It was
ule, has passed. .Probably the m ost decision does not tell the whole story
Captain Don Adams of the Red Birds
interesting
of all gam•e s was the one of a game crew of Panthers who bowwho struck ,t he finishing blow, cooly
fe:t.tu.ring the Fijelis Fumbk~ors (F•3lta ed to a classy Purple Streak quint last
dropping the ball through the net from
This) and the Fidel~s. The Fidelis won Tuesday on the home hardwood. For
the center of the floor with but forty by •the unsurprising scor·e of 41-13.
five seconds left to play.
exactly one half the contest Coach
The Unfortunate Phi Sigs lo-st their Carson's men went beneath and
Two ,regulars from each team left
se~ond game to the Lucky
Egyptian around Central to leave the score at
the game via the personaJ. foul route.
Aces 6-5. However, the Phi Sig loss the half 20-17 in Central's favor. MerHolmes and Gurry were forced out of
may not go on record as a defeat due vin Baker, who started his first game
·t he P.anth,ers while Kavanaugh, Red
to the fact that •t hey loaned Ooal~h as a varsity guard, garnered five
Bird center, and Balding, guard, sufCooper to the Aoes to complete their points, a free throw and two field
fered the same penalty.
lineup.
goals, besides turning in a stellar floor
The entire Eastern quint played a
O ther interesting upsets occurretl game. L. Jones looped in two specgreat game only •t o have Lady Luck
when the Panther Lair, "all pretti3d tacuJar shots and probably displayed
· smUe on the Scarlet in the lato..-1· stages
up" in theil: new suits won their Sat- the most speed t':le Central boys have
of the game, one of the most thrilling
un iay m orning opener from the high- seen for a long time. Williams and
eve,r played in the Panthers' ill-famed
ly-regarded Newts Hungry Five 22-14. Englehart, the Indiana forwards, play''C1·ackerbox."
AppatT>ently overconfident in their aft·- ed outstanding games and garnered all
Ooach Garson's midget speed merernoon game, they .t asted defeat at the their .t eam's field goals of the first
chants, "Squirrely" Jones and B!ll
Bill Waldrip, Freshman Guard
hands
of the Ninth St. Cadets by the half.
Waldrip, led the Panther offense, Jones
same
score,
22-14.
The second half was a different
hitting two fielders and three free
Coach Carson has plenty of reasons
Our
biggest
surprise
of
the
week
story.
The local boys did everything
throws for seven points, while Waldrip
why he should sing the blues. To bewas
E~itor
R~rrur's
onl~
ba~et
in
tl:e
but
drop
the ball through the hoop.
drilled the net for six hoops and four
gin with, State Normal dropped in in1 Bill Waldrip especially had tough luck,
Feltas
Satm
~ay
monung
tllt.
.
He
s
charity tosses. The Normal offensive
numerable long shots toward the close
did not feature any one man, their
of the game, which was in itself dis- very proud of 1t to, they say, and JUStly as did Captain Curry. In this half
poin·t s being evenly divided.
T. C. High administered a sound heartening. His only veterans, Holmes so. Y?u can ne~er tell when another Jones got two more baskets and Baker
dropped in a shot just as the gun
.Scoring opened when Jacquat sank beating to Toledo Hig.h school here and Curry fouled out.
His reserves one Wlll come his. W~Y·
The
Round
Robm
1S not so round went off
a free tocow after .b eing fouled by Bak- Wednesday night in a game featured tried hard but were not quite equal to
Again ·Englehart and Williams had
er. Holmes then sank a long .shot an(l by excellent playing on the pa.:rt of the occasion. His team held the lead now, having a feather pluck~d h~re
was fouled by Jacquat. He made th~ both teams. The score was 42-34. To- nearly the entire game and then lost ~nd there, as the .t eam standings m- things pretty much their own way as
the Panther defense cracked wide
ca.te ·
gift shot good. on ·t he next tipoff ledo's team is composed of smaller men by the narrowest of margins.
open. The extent of the Eastern
Waldrip looped one through with a than the players who make up Coach
clever shot from the corner while be- Van Horn's quintet, but they played inBill Waldl'ip scored sixteen points boys of the University of Illinois gym
Continued on Next Page
ing closely guarded. L. Jones count- spired basketball through the entire against Normal, which gives him a to- team who displayed their stuff between
ed from the corner with a two-handed game. Massie, of Toledo fouled ~ut tal of twentyJ-eight points for two con- halves Friday night prepped together
shot which never touched the rim. early in the second half and Coach ferenee games. This total will doubt- at a high school in Cleveland, Ohio
.
GENERAL AU'fO
S core: EI 7 ; N 1 . Baldmg,
scrappy Foreman found it.J_impossible to ade- less place Wald.I·ip relatively high in ... The local intramural teams are reNormal gua;rd, then hit a shot frOiffi far quately replace him. Massie had al- conference scoring. Wa-!drip is not en- vealing some talent which is of varsity
out and Ad:ams garnered a. basket and ready contributed eight points to his tirely an offensive man; he passes calibre ... State Normal has a fair
a free throw. Kav;anaugh, Red Bird team's score and if he had played the superbly and is great on defense.
wrestling team which engages in inGREEN
center tipped in a rebound to put his whole game, the score would doubtlBs.'>
tercollegiate matches .. . The new letteam ~head 8-7; seconds later he add- have been I?~ch closer.. The T. ?·
The team plays Southern at Carbon- ter sweaters are here ... Jay B. Maced .t o their lead with a neat pivot shot. players exhibited co~1derable skill dale Friday night and the Panthers
MARION GREEN, Prop.
This put the Scarlet ahead 10'-7, their with the ball, and 1th.e1r teamwork was should get plenty of competition from Gregor, education professor, was a
good distance man at Grinnell Colthree point lead being the longest they an example that might well be f~l Southern's classy five. The same team
lege in Iowa . . .
Phone 314
5th & Rt. 16
held throughout the conk.o.st. L. Jones lowed by the T eachers College team lt.·- which started against Normal will
resumed scoring for Eastern when he self. Mirus's l~ ck in h~tting the bucket probably start down at Carbondale.
hit a difficult shot from the side. was uncanny m the flrst half, but he
Adams counted w1th a free throw but fa.il~d to register a single field goal
According to Coach Joe CogdaJ,
Curry hit a two-handed overhead shot durmg •the se~ond half of the fracas. Normal never would h ave beaten St.
PLUMBING & HEATING
Every Week
· to ,t ie the score 11-11. Hamilton drilled Day played ~s usual excellent game. Viator if the boys from Bourbonnais
COMPANY
the net from fa.r out and Normal once Brown, who dld not play all .th e .game, hadn't blown up when they thought
again took the lead. At this point Bill ne~ertheless accounted for
h1mself the officials were giving them ~ r aw
Plumbing, Heating and
Waldrip took three shots and made qmte well.
Per
Pound
Sheet Metal Work.
deail..
three baskets. On his Last shot he was TOLEDOFG. FI'. TP.
When talking of officials you will
fouled and ma.de the g.ift good. Ham- Hall ....................................0
4
1 seldom speak of a fairer pair than
ilton made a free throw as the half Massie ............................... .4
Southwest Corner Square
0
8 "Smokey'' Firebaugh and "Dutch"
Clive Dick, Mgr.
ended. Score: EI 18; N 14.
Rice .................................... 2
4 Leonard of Champaign, who officiated
0
L. Jones opened the scoring in the Quinn ................................ ..4
14 the Normal game.
6
second half when he sank two free Mock .................................. 0
0
0
throws. Adams sank a free throw for Everhart ............................ 1
2
0
Did you know that . . . the three
Normal and Captain Curry got a.n- Ballinger ............................ 1
2
0
other flashy two-handed shot to give
Totals ............................ 12
10
34
his team a s even point lead, the greatest held hy either team throughout the T. C.,
FG. FT. TP.
g·a me. Jacquat, Red Bird gua.r d, sank Mirus .................................. 5
1
11
ELECTRIC & RADIO CO.
a free throw and Wildrip got one for Endsley .............................. 1
0
~
the Panthers. Balding .and
Hanes Day ...................................... 7
0
1-i.
dropped in charity tosses and Balding Ca.rroll ................................2
1
5
MEN'S DRESS SHIRTS
Electrical Appliances, Fixtures
hit a fielder from backcour.t . L. Jones Findley .............................. 1
0
2
and
hit a free throw and Hanes hooked in a Brown ................................ 3
2
3
Complete R a.d'io Service
pivot shot. Baker ckopped in a free Hayes .................................. 0
0
0
C
throw and Hanes hit another pJvot
Totals ............................ 19
4
42
604 6th St.
PHONE 474
shot. Michaels, who replaoed BaldR eferee: Hous, (Martinsville)·
0
$1.65 Values
.. .
........ ............
ing scored two gift shots to put Norat ............................. ..
mal ahead 26- 25 w:i.th .o ne minute to
go. Bill W aldrip .drilled the net with
$1.fl5 Values
a beautiful one-handed shot and Culat .............................. ..
bertson, who came in when Gurry
fouled out, made good a free throw.
Michaels droppe d in a wild one- handed
shot and Eastern was ahead 29-28, wi~h
HOSIERY
seconds to go. H. Jones fouled Hanes,
You'll be surprised at the large stocks and the
Men's
Men's
who tied the score 29-29. The g11n
quality
we
have.
Every
item
of
high
grade
and
UNDERWEAR
fired irrunediately after Baker put the
guaranteed to be satisfactory. Everything fo:r
ball in play and the teams got one
DRESS
GOODS
1; i 1 ' j .:f~j I
98c Values
35c Valu,es
minutes rest before the five minute
the girl.
overtime period.
HATS
Michaels hit a long shot for the first
OUR BEAUTY SHOP will be pleased to re~der
points and Normal took the lead, 31service at a ll times. Expert operator.
COATS
29. Waldrip scored while b eing closely
gururded and made good a free throw
DRESSES
shortly afterwards. E:I lead 32- 31.
Adams was fouled and dropped in his
SPORTS WEAR
sixth gift shot of the evening to tie
·t he score. The .t eams fought savagely
MUSIC

I

T C Trounces Toledo
High. by 42-34 Score

REPAIRING

AUTO SERVICE

FRESH CANDY

WHITE

1Oc, 15c, 20c

W. E. HILL & SON

PHONE 295

''
e •

BURBECK

Headquarters for

.----------------------------------1111
Coles County's Largest Dep't. Store

•

.

:~c .~~~.~~~

. . . . . . . . . . . . . 77

$1.29
$1.59

Men's Ties
!~· ~ ~~~.~~~

!~c . ~~.~~~~ . . . ........... . . 39c

Welcomes You!

•

FANCY SCARFS

Interwoven Socks

73c

.3 prs $1

ALEXANDER'S jMURRAY'S

Continued on Next Page

79c

CLOTHING
STORE
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Van Horn Travels in Cuba, Southern
''nited
States During Xmas H o t•d
uJ
1 ays
High School Coach Arrives in
Cuba Only Two Days Before
Impeachment of P r esident.

Vacations in Havana

Page Seven·

Central Normal Wins 1
.
Over Eastern,. 57-421 Intramural Standings
c t· d f
on mue

rom Precedmg P age

blowup is shown by the second half
score EI 10, Centr al Normal 22. The
final score read EI. 27, Central Normal 42.
Eastern's basket3ers scored 11 out of
fourteen free throws. Central counted 16 out of 24 chances from the free
throw line. T he starting lineup for
Eastern was: L. Jones, Waldrip, Baker, Holmes and Gurry. McConnell,
Murphy, W·e ingand, Watts and Tay1or
all played a part of the game. McConnell was in long enough to start the
prettiest combination of passes in the
entire game, when a pass from him
to Curry to L. J ones resulted in a basket.

TeamWon Lost
Trojans .............................. 6
1
Fidelis ............... ................. 6
1
Newt's Hungry Five .... 7
2
P'ni Sigs ............................ 6
2
Lair .................................... 5
3
Mummy's Boys .............. 5
3
Jitter Bugs ...................... 3
2
Super Squirtigles .......... 3
3
Ninth St. Cadets .......... 3
3
Republicans ....................3
3
Silve r Streaks ................ 3
4
Egyptian Aces ................ 3
5
Felta Thi's ...................... 2
6
Ramblers .......................... 1
4
Gilbert Boys .................... 1
4
Ind. Arts Club ................ 1
6
Pop's Boys ........................ 0
9

!Panthers to Cope
With Southerners

Pet.
.857
.857
.777

Carbondale, EI's next opponent, will
engage the locals there Friday. Carbondale, regarded a s one of the strongrst tea ms in the IIAC, has to its credit
.
.
th1s year a 39-36 VIctory over st.
Viator, the tea m that ga ve Normal so
much trouble a week ago. Il inois college is the only team to play the
Southerners this year which can
boast a real 'supremacy over them.
Critics say that the Friday game
should be as close as that with Normal
last Friday.

.750
By Staff Reporter
.62;)
Paris J. Van Horn, T C high school
_
625
coach, arrived in Cuba during the
.600
holidays just two days before the im.500
peachment of the president of the
.500
Cuban republic, heard the following
.500
from a Cuban citizen : "When two
.42R
Cuban citizens get together, they have
.375
a conversation; when there are three
.251)
they have a revolution."
.20l)
On his trip south, Mr. Van Horn
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The last place of importance that Saturday by a 28-21 score. The game
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T he Woman Alone
plus
Ray MILLAND

TC Downs Westfield

High By 22-17 Score

Coach Van Horn's T. c. basketball
team outplayed Westfield Friday night
at Westfield to win by a scor·e of 22
to 17. The locals played a consistently good game, but they were somewhat 1·ough. WestHeld was unable to
penetrate T . C.'s defense and was handicapped by poor luck in shooting.
T. C. led all the way through the
game. At the half, the score was 14-6.
Westfield g-ained six of its 17 scores
by free throws, making six out of
eight chances. T. C. likewise had eigh~
chances at the basket, but the Van
Horn boys m ade good on only four.
Mirus was high-point man for T.
C. with Day trailing a close second.
Mirus netted a total of seven points;
Day made six. J. Redmon made more
points than any other Westfi.eld man,
counting three field goals and a free
throw to equal Mkus' seven points.

RICKETTS
OPTOMETRIC EYE SPECIALIST
FOR GLASSES
Phone 28

South Side Square

CLASSES MEET AT ALL HOURS
AT THE . . . .

Little Campus Cafe
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SH OE REP AIRING
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Bulldog Drum1nond Esca p es
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Quality Material and
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Charleston Lumber Co.
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REX THEATRE NOW OPEN ALL WEEK
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Dean F. A. Beu Scores Students for
Conduct at Ball Games of Past Week
(Continued from Page 4)

Normal Debates Test
Rating by Opponents

TC Books
Contest-

···•·•····••·•·•·············••••••··············••·

PROFICIENT PARKER
REBUFFS POLITE ONE

--

(Continued from Page 1)
A new system of .ranking ·t he indiThis
story
is
told
on
one
John
vidual contestants was introduced at
MacGregor, who lives with his
the Normal debate meeting January 8
parents Dr., and Mrs. Jay B. Mac- league and speech class will welcome
and 9. At the close of each debate
Gregor, three miles through the the st~dent~ from other schools, act
each contestant was given a card o~
fog down Lovers' Lane. It seems as chairmen of the preliminary conwhich he was to rank his opponents,
that Dr. and Mrs. MacGregor tests, and assist with other details of
&coifing them on a range from a poswere giving a Post-Symphony Tea the contests, luncheon and party; colsibl-e 1ow score of "one" to a possible
late Sunday afternoon in honor of lege students from The Speakers club
hig1h score of "nine."
Mrs. Dorothy Weston of Mason and The Players will serve as judges
Last week .t he News stated: "This
City, Iowa, and John had taken for the preliminary contests · Miss
new method, s.ay debate ·c oaches, will
ov·e r the duties of footman and Winnie Neely, Dr. Glenn Ross, ~nd Mr.
produce results interesting to analyze."
car parker De Luxe.
Waving Howard DeF. Widger will serve as
It did. A psychologist, if he had all
down each car as it approached, he judges
the three final contests; and
of the da.ta, might find something in
jumped upon the running board Josephme Mo.ulton, Walton Morris and
the tabulations that would be v:aluable
and politely inquired if he might 1 Tom Petty Will act as officials for the
.a nd interesting. But EI debaters, .after
park the car of the guest. unable tourname~t: The luncheon is under
studying the ratings, were doubtful.
to distinguish all the faculty cars the supervision of Dean Catherine StilThe rankings of the teams can not
in the dark, he jumped upon a well, head ?f Pemberto~ Hall, and the
be compared because .a different .'Yet
wrong car.
party and aance, to which all TC High
o£ tea~ms ranked each Eastern team.
"May I park your car?" he in- School students are also invited is
quired.
under the supervision of Dr. Donald
Some of the women complained that
the women with whom they debated
"You may not," replied a voice Rothschild, principal of the high
'r anked them lower than did the m en.
from within. "That's one thing I school.
- - - E I STc--On the other hand, lbhe men had the
do myself, young man."
s~e complaint, except in the reverse
GROUNDS CREW MOVE
Inside were an EI student and
order. Hence it seems that s.ex appeal
SHRUBBERY FROM LAKE
his heavy date. And that car was
entered into the ranking to some exparked long after the tea guests
A Minstrel Show - For Men.
tent.
C. I<,. Monier and h1s crew of NYA
had departed for home.
Detai:s Will Appear Next Week.
According .t o a r·eport in the No:mnal
workers a_re removing all thr shrubVid.e tte, fra r more .t han ha.lf of the •• •• •• •••••• ••• ••••••••• ••• ••••••••••••••••••• ••••••
bery from the east, west and north
teams ranked themselves more effecti"re
sides of the erstwhile Lake AhmoSTUDENTS VISIT U. OF I.
than their opponents.
weenah, grubbing and pulling it with
A:bout •the only conclusJons .that can
the grounds tractor. This shrubbery
(Continued trom Page 1)
be drawn from the tabulations are that
Several Eastern students attended will be transplanted to the golf course
most of Flaste<rn's debaters may be 1 a home economics meeting at the
on the seventy-two acres southwest of
m ent .of L:ncoln's power and effective- classed as average or above average.
University of Illinois last Thursday, the campus.
ness m public speaking and debasting
Division I
Jan. 14. Dr. Ruth Lindquist, proby reading excerpts from many of Lin- Rounds
I II III IV v AVP' fessor of home economics at Michicoln's speeches and commenting 011 Rice, J:ames, 6
4
5~7 gan State university spoke.
6 .5 6
6
them.
Sund'rm'n, G.5
Those who attended the meeting
.
.
.
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~on emporaries. The s-entences were Rice, B. ........4.5
7
7
3 .5 5 .5 ~:ms and other places of interest on
Dressed chickens, butter, eggs, salong and wordy. Many of them were 1Brown, J .......9
8·.5 7.5 7.5 55 7.6 · e campus.
archaic, even in his time. Some of
·
The persons making the trip were
ads, chicken and noodles. fruit cake,
them were somewhat like those in the
Division 11•
Miss Clara Attebery, Rosalyn Maxpies,
cookies, bread and rolls.
Affirmative.
Testament. As Lincoln became
we11, Maxine Harrod, Margaret Ellen
old
Rounds
I
II
III
IV
V
A
St
7th St. -% Block South of Squa.re
older, his' speeches changed. His s.entvg.
ephenson, Hazel Haskett and Alice
ence structure was simpler, his sent- Kor:tum, G ..... 7 .5 7
5
8
6.8 Cruse.
ences were more pithy, a.nd his ideas Goldsrni'h, R. 6
7
4.5 7
6.1
cLearer and more effective and power- Powell, B ....... 5
4
4
3
5.5 4.3
ful.
Thompson, R. 6
5
5
4
6
5.2

Just Emerging

Suppose the official is wrong. What
good will booing do? It makes a had
impression on everybody except the
fellow who encouraged you to boo and
he probably is laughing to .t hink wha.t
a fool you are making of yourself. Tll2
majority of people who boo at a basketball game do not know the basket·ball rules well enough to criticize an
official intelligently. I shall relate an
eXJample which happened in the Illinois-Indiana game on January 11, 1937.
at the University of illinois. Certain
individuals in the gymnasium had been
booing more or less during the ent ire
game. In p ractically every case the
officials were col'rect and .the people
booing were wrong. In the second half
the center for illinois, Riegel, obtained the ball near the end of the floor.
The official blew his whistle and the
booing started. Riegel and the rest
of the illinois players walked · over to
the free-throw line and sat down for
a time out. Were the faces of the booeJ.'S Ted? If not, they should have been.
They had -a priori ·a ssumed that the
official was calling the ball out of
bounds and ·t hey just knew Riegel WD s
not out of bounds.
I shall cite an example from our own
game. An EI player crowded an Indiana man out of bounds in attempting
to get the ball awa.y from .t he Indiana
man. The official gave ·t he ball to the
Indian-a man out of bounds. Then the
booing! The decision was correct, in
my opinion. The majority of basketball officials will call that particular
play the same way as the two officials
worked the game for us.
I hope we shall have less booing . at
future games.
While on the subject of conduct I believe all of us would app·r eciate it if
the few people who whistle and sing
in the corridors of the main building
would be kind enough to confine those
undesirabLe vocal efforts, in the main
corridors, to their proper places in their
"Many of Lincoln'-s sp·eeches were
Negative.
own rooms, out in the fields, musical
v Avg.
very humorous; but after 1852 they be- Rounds
I II III IV
organizations, or chapel, respectively.
4
5.6
4
6
6
came more serious with only a fl.a sh of Kelly, W .......8
F. A. BEU.
5.5
6.3
7.5
6
5
humor here and •t here. His speech es· Kincaid, L . ..7.5
- - -IEISTc - - 4
5.5 5
6
5.1
were not written or made up ove1• E:u-nest, J .....5
4
5.5
6
6
4.9
night, but were · the result of yea;rs of R1chey, J .......3.5
study a.nd experience. He would jot
Division I DivisiQ,n II
5.47
down ideas 1n a note hook as they EI Avg.
5.48
wontinued from Page 1)
7.33
came to ·him and would use .t hem in his Best r·a ting
77
.
3.7
speech e.s wh en rbhe opportunity w?...s Lowest rating
1.5
From realism the audience was offered. Sin.ce. the saJme speech was u pper quartile ......6.1 to 7.7 6.1 to 7.33
transported to fairyland in the Dance use d many t:Imes, sometimes f·OII' a
of the Sylphs from "The Damnation whole campaign, ·t he speeches were
THERE IS NO SUBSTITUTE
of Faust," by Berlioz.
A delicate cumulaJtive and became more finished
FOR QUAI,ITY
m elody played by violins with a faint as the s-eason pro~esse d. If ·a cer.tain
A good hair cut just doesn't hapharmonic background from the harp part of a speech fell flat on one audipen- it is the result of long experiand drums, over a continuous pedal ence, Lincoln would change it or cut
ence and careful attention. You
point on the violon cellos
(con it out and use something differ·ent on
can g.et that kind of service at the
sordino), presented this supernatural his n ext audience.
"Lincoln had .t he ability to sum up
revelry.
The program concluded with the a deba.te in one sentence and clinch
ever popular and familiar Overture to his pooint with .a concr·e te
example
SOUTHWEST CORNER SQUARE
the Opera "Tannhauser" of Richard which his audience could not miss..,
Wagner.
The persistent applause was graciously rewarded by two encores. The first 1
~~s the delica~e "Minuet" of Boccher1111 played w1th characteristic Golschmann charm. In contrast was the
that it's not too late . to make
strong national rhythmic "Slvonic
Shop at
Dance" of Dvorak.
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You will find our adve rtisers courteous, accommodating and friendly.
Make their acquaintance.

Stop Failing Hair
and start that new gr(}wth
X-ER-VAC TREATMENTS
Therapeutic M ethod for
hair growth.

WERDEN'S GROC.
Just off the · South Side Sq. o.n 6th

:.::::-::::=

PETERS MARINF.LLO

BEAUTY S.HOP

NORTH SIDE SQUARE

North Side Square

\\.\~~.~~

THOSE WHO USE EN-AR-~0 PENN
KNOW THEIR OIL!
T~is 10~%
'

TWO NEW GENERAL CABS

YELLOW CAB CO.
TELEPHONE 220
N. E. COR. SQUARE
The Thinking Fellow Calls a YelJ.ow

'

.
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For Your Drinks and Good Eats

pure Pennsylvania Motor
Otl reststs heat without breaking
dow!l. ~n-ar-co Penn insures perfect
lubrt?~tton under the most severe
condtttons. Try it!

COME TO

Day and Night Service

JACK KINCAID'S

WHITE · ROSE SERVICE STATION

CORNER
CONFECTIONERY
N. E. CORNER SQUARE
·

NEW FORD V-8's - -

~MONROE

CHARLESTON, ILL.

PHONE 81

THE BRILLIANT "85" .•.. THE THRIFTY "60"
'

Charleston, Dl.

~~
~~

\~:1~..,.?1.

PEOPLES DRUG
STORE
Complete Drug and Fountain
S.e rvice

Phone 1506

.I

McARTHUR MOTOR SALES

-

PHONE 666
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They~re

best--served residents of Wellesley's "animal

hotel'~

.,Gators A

leisurely life in surroundings best suited to them is the
lot of these alligators in the Wellesley College vivarium.
Here Betty Bumquist is making a study of their habits for one of her classes.
Intematiooal

Each is determined to "do or dieH for possession of the ball
Forward S. Schneidman of the College of the City of New York and Dan Kenney,
St. Joseph's guard, battle for the ball Juring a moment of hard fighting in the
'that oper~d the season at New York's Madison Square Garden. Commentators are prethat more peopP.. will watch basketball games in the Garden thi year th:m ever before,
the sport is steadily increasing in populanty among. metropolitan £ 1 •
.t\'-"1De

This is a mechanical "carrier pigeon

H

Timesaver Inter-building

limb

Rope dimbtng is fast becoming one of most popular winter sports

Among 1ts gymnasts Pnnceton. University boasts Thoma~ Guc~er, who is the intercollegia~e
rope climbing champtOll. He IS shown here dem~nstratmg ~JS pro"':'ess for a group of hts
mates during a workout m the Pnnceton gymnasium. Gucker hatls from Phtladelphta.
lntcm .• rwn.,l

ers

communication at Harvard University is conducted with this
new type of aluminum "carrier pigeon" run across The
Yard . by means of a pulley system on cables from Cruft
Laboratory to Pierce Hall. At the top is an "action photo"
of the bird, while below is a close-up of the container.
Intcrnatillnal

I

,68o Variations

Inventor

Musical
compo,
sition and mathematics go
hand in hand for Kenneth
Poulton of Westminster
College. He's shown .with
his device for setting up the
1 ,68o variations possible in
four measures of twO'four
time, using nothing smaller
than eighth notes.

For testing hardwood p_tayers .

board

Nelson Nitchman, Union
College coach, has perfected
this device for training pis players while traveling.
It is an iron board with magnetized players ..

( \1

A
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CoLLeciAT£ DlaEST

Pboto by Featber&tonhaugh

Ohio Wesleyan's best cheerer

First

Besides being one of the leading beauties
at the Ohio Methodist SchooL Jean Clase
is that institution's first woman cheerleader. She's
a freshman this year.

:..

tug--of-war in the winter

Pull

The sophomore women at Cortland-(N. Y .) State Normal lost the annual pulling contest with the
freshmen, so now the first,class women can d~scard their green buttons.
CoLLEGI.,TE DrcEST Pboto by L. C. H3rd"'.j~h

'They're now

'<r!own as

"~uality 'fwins"

•
ED EAST and Ralph .Dumke, were crazy
sons of Notre Dame, who appeared on the stage with
Charles Butterworth, pretender to stupidity and
Notre Dame's Walter O'Keefe, later a network
buffoon. " East and Dumke" are now known as the
..Sisters of the Skillet... Charles B. has made a success
in movies and on the Fred Astaire stanza over a network. No promise of seriousness has been Mr. Butterworth's. His has been a promise of madness, and it
must be accepted for South Bend, Ind., the Warner
Brothers, and the U. S. A. in general. The "Si§ters
of the Skillet" are now known as the ..Quality Twins,"
and are very glad to be known as such from coast to
coast, they are ear_ning a n~w living.

p<?R a long time T ulsa, Oklahoma, had· the smell of
oil fields and the acrid stench of petroleum, and
the world said, ..Of Oklahoma expect only the Indian
and the oil of the soil." Yet KVOO of Tulsa has
produced such idealists in radio as Kathryn Cravens,
former Tulsa University student, whose voice now
resounds from coast , to ,
coast in Columbia's "News
. Through aWoman's Eyes."
Miss Cravens tried movies
and ·the stage before her
voice was captured by
radio . .Now an automobile
manufacturer is glad to
have her voice appear un·
der his auspices coast to
coast.

is just part of
FormaI This
the gala crowd that
attended the annual aU-college for,
mal given for the students of Hood
College.

T ravelibrary

Organized
and oper,
ated by Georgia State Woman's
College students, this traveling
library brings current books and
magazines to those residents of rural
communities who do not have access
to the latest
material.

-Smoke Camels
.

\

Digestion often needs
BIG ASSIGNMENTS
(right) don't seem so hard

with Camels! For Camels
ease the strain, stimulate
digestion, and add to your
sense of well-being. Make
Camels a regular part of
your dining. Get a "lift"
in energy with a Camelthey never get on your
nerves, or tire your taste.

O

Cam~l's

aid too!

FTEN during a hard, tiring day, smokers pause

to get a ((lift" in energy with a Camel. And at
mealtimes, Camels offer a helping hand to good
digestion. They help you to enjoy your food more.
And Camels increase the flow of digestive. fluidsalkaline digestive fluids-so vital to a sense of wellbeing. Make every meal more zestful-more pleasant
-by smoking Camels. With their matchless mildness, Camels are better for steady smoking.

Copyrl~rht,

1937, R. J. Re:rnol<ls TobucoCompany, Wlnaton-Salem, N.C.

ALL-AMERICAN HOCKEY STAR.

Phil La Batte (below), says:
"Good digestion and healthy
nerves are 'musts' in this game. I
smoke Camels- 'for digestion's
sake'- and because Camels
never get on my nerves."

CLAD IN ASBESTOS SUIT (right),
"Pat" Patton tackles a blazing oilwell-quickly gets the inferno.under
control. "Even after that I can tuck
away a hearty meal-:-provided I have
plenty of Camels handy," says .. Pat,"
enjoying a hasty bite (above) . .. Smoking Camels helps keep my digestion
in proper trim. I smoke mighty often. And Camels don't get on my
nerves!"

RADIO'S NEW SMASH HIT!
66
Jade Oalrie's College"
Irrepressible Jack Oakie at his best.
Also Benny Goodman's "SwiD~" Band. Georce Stoll's Coocen Or·
chesua. Hollywood comedians and
singing. st,zs- and special college
talent! Every Tuesday night- 9:30
pm E.S.T.• 8:30pm C.S.T.• 7:30
pm M.S. T., 6:30pm P. S. T .• over
WAB C-Columbia Network.

. Champs

He celebrated again a one-time famed Alfred tradition

Lampman

.

On ~he night before the IOoth founder~, . day at ~lfred U~verstty, Pres. J. Nelson Norwood vtstted vanous dormt- ·
tories and fraternities carrying the lantern (shown above) which William C.
Kenyon, Alfred's first president, carried when he toured the campus every night
to be sure students were properly at home.
C oLLEGIATil DIGEST Pboto by Canolesio

The University of
Missouri meat judging team, by scoring
2,44 5 out of a pos.sible 2,700 points,
won the intercolle. .
giate meat judging
contest in Chicago.
Members of the team
are (l to Y) Edwin
Brenneman, Miller
Buren, and James
McGinness. .Aane

-Pointing for a championship

Sharpsh 00t ers·

These Uni . .
versit y ' o f
Chicago co-eds ·have formed a rifle team of
their own, and have challenged Midway
·men to a_match any time they thir1k thef
~re ready for it.
International

Cops
Study
Pictured in Dean
Rudolph Kagey's
classroom at New
York University are
three of the five
New Yor'k City p<Y
licemen that are now
taking special courses
at the city university. One of the collegiate cops is so serious in his pursuit of
higher leanting he
has moved his home
nearer the university.
International

Debaters
Delta Phi Epsilon
defeated Delta Delta
Delta in the finals of
the inter~sorority debating tournament to
capture the University of Georgia
Pandora Plloto

Forced 0 ut

When reconstruction
activities at Los Angeles Junior College pushed them out of their
regular classroom, members of this class in
publicity set up their own meeting place out
doors. Instructor I. Colodny is shown
teaching to the noise of steam shovels and
building confusion.

Winner

Men students voted her the most popular

Sally Alexander of St. Louis was chosen by male students at Washington University as the freshman popularity queen at the St. Louis
institution. Miss Alexander was selected from among 20 co-eds representing the various
sororities at Washington.
Wide World

Shave
Emil Pheiler,
Ventura Junior
College, is an un~
willing patron of
the campus bar~
her shop during
the recent "Big
Day" celebration
at . the California
school.
One of
the important fea~
· tures of the day is
the beard~measur~
ing c<;>ntest.

.. .. Oohr~ say ~heir faces
SS Providence College's

Wide

Mt.

World

Cool{ing will soon. be his specialty
George ~eck, speedy halfback · on Cornell Uni~
versity's-1936 eleVeJ?, is nOW learning how to cook
onions as a part of one of his courses in the Cornell cooking school.

Che f ...-to...- b e

guard, Smith , leaps for
the ball after Center Fliegel of
the College of the City of New
York misses a shot in one of the
court season '.s openers at the Hippodrome.
Pictures, Inc.

Readying for her screen debut

·
P. OlSe

'They~re

tal{ing advice from their new consultant in appearance

Women at the University of Vermont are getting something from books besides learning, for they are
using them to balance on their heads during exercises designed to give them poise. The whole course
ta'ught by Miss Elizabeth Osbm:ne deals with poise, make-up, personality and grooming.

When Laurie . Douglas., University of
Beaut Y Oklahoma
'j unior, won a contest for the

·selection of the most beautiful U.S. c~ed, Hollywood
claimed her very quickly. She's just signed with Universal, and is shown with Robert Dalton.

;

Thirsty dirty athletes get everything but a shave

W aterwagon

Cinemact?r EdmuQd ~we (!ight) is the first to
take a dnnk from the mgemous waterwagon he
>resented to Santa Clara University athletes. He is a former Santa Clara
tudent.
Pictures, Ioc.

...
Preparing for a personal appearance

1.

Tubbing ~ex Ill, l!niversity _of Iowa ma~ot, is given a bath in the Alpha

Stgma Ph1 bathtub m preparation for one of the many personal
appearances that he is called upon to make during the athletic seasons.

CoLLEGIATE

D•cf.n

Plioto hr Darrell Huff

YES- BUTI
HAVEN'T FOUND
IHE SECRET

\N 'THOSE SHARKINFES"TED WA"TERS!
THEY SURELV MUST

YET

PR•ZE A COOL
SMOKE

CURIOUS
SOUTH SEA PIPE

'

VRINCI ALBERT MEA,.; PRINCELY SMOICIN.,
M&N. P.A.I$ CHOICE_, MILO TOBACC0 1 "CRIMP
CUT' FCm. C:OOLNES:;, ANV HAS THE 'SITE'
ltEMOVEO VY A SPECIAL VROCE.S. ,.. THE
WOIU.V$ LARG!'T • SELLIN. PIPE TOBACCO !

PRINCE ALBERT MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
~.;

· Youngest· U.S. college regent

rustee

Mrs. John Appleton Clark, 24, has just been
elected a member of the board of trustees of Sarah
.... r~--- College. A member of the class of '32, she is the first
.,Uillldt:: of the college to be elected to its governing body.
·

50

pipefuls of fra·
araat tobacco ia
eYer~ 2-ouace tia
of .-riace AIJtert

Smoke -20 fratrraat pipeful. ol Priace Albert. H 708 c~oa•t liM it tlae ...UOWe.t. tutie.t pipe tobacco ~- __. . . -.... retvD flae pocket tia witla tlae
..-t ol tlae tobacco ia it to aa at a Q tUDe witllia a - " ' & - tiDs date. aacl
we wiD refaacl fuU parcbue price. plaa saoetaae.

I>RtNiiiALiERT~~

He,s most popular campus man now

Star

"Sam" Francis,_ stellar University of Nebraska athlete, ts the center of attraction at
most campus gatherings these days, for he's just been
named to the All· American hall of fame.

'These are West Point's stellar fioormen

Looking Up

This worm's eye view of the U.s. Military
Academy basketball team shows the aggregation that is captained by one of the outstanding U. S. football
players of 1936, Monk Meyer. Around the circle to the right, starting with Ockerhauser at the bottom, are: Rogner, Scott, McDavid,
Picturts, Inc.
Meyer and Patrick.

Tag

~lorida

requires no front
license plates so the Univer..sity of Fle>rida is selling scholarship
plates to raise funds for needy students
to take their place. Here's Gov .--elect
F .. P. Cone purchasing the first plate
Pres. John]. Tigert.
from
.
'
,

Colonel

She's co.-ed military boss

Mary Cies, University of Wichita
senior, was hostess to Kansas' civil and
military leaders when she presided at her a:lma . mater;s
annual military ball.

He,s nation's 7\{_o.

I

alumnus

Favorite
,

Best-liked of present: day speakers is
Raconteur
Alexander
Woollcott,
wh? s s~own he~e ~t the conclusion of his lecture at the
Umver~tty of Mtchtgan, ~t which time he verified reports
that he d return to the arrwaves this month.
8oLLEGIATE Dtci!ST Photo by Crow

